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PREFACE
The purpose of this guide is to document, and allow collectors to identify, the
calendar art attributed to L. Goddard. By “calendar art” we mean the full range of
advertising pieces produced by calendar publishing companies during the first half
of the 20th century, including not just hanging wall calendars but also monthly blotters, postcards, and card calendars for mailings, as well as fans, thermometers,
candy boxes, and other similar items.
To date, the only significant account of Goddard’s works has been the chapter on them in Rick and Charlotte Martin’s wonderful book “Vintage Illustration: Discovering America’s Calendar Artists 1900-1960” (Collectors Press, Portland, 1997).
Although we have come to some conclusions that disagree with their presentation,
their pioneering effort has been invaluable to us and other collectors, and we are
grateful for their help and support, over many years. As the first attempt to gather
together a comprehensive account of Goddard’s published work, this compilation is
certainly far from complete. Our main hope in compiling these images is that users
of the guide will find many items not yet represented, and provide images that can
be used to enhance future versions of the book.
We are deeply indebted to many fellow collectors, dealers, and friends for allowing us access to their extensive collections and knowledge, and providing photographs of rare items: Lynn Fischer, Pat Gibson, Gwen Goldman, Ron Grassmann,
Hugh Hetzer, Michael Hodesh, Rick Huisking, Jason Karp, Nancy King, Rick and
Charlotte Martin, Beth Mroczka, Daniel Murphy, Dean Patzer, Mary Redmond, Russ
Salazar, Rick Starets, Tim and Michelle Smith, Jeff Tynes, and Cary Walmsley. Additionally, we owe great thanks to two of Goddard’s family members, the late Jeffrey
L. Salisbury and Elissa Ball Hamlin, who furnished key information and photos. Finally, of course, without the help of the late Nancy S. Platnick, no book in this series
would ever have been contemplated, much less completed.
Modern technology makes it easy to update this information, on a continuing
basis, and we hope that users will find lots of additions. Iris Murdoch wrote that
"One of the secrets of a happy life is continuous small treats." Illustration collecting
provides those treats in great abundance, so: Happy collecting -- and let us know
what you find!
Post Preface
On April 8, 2020, my father Norman Platnick passed away after complications from
a fall. Words cannot describe how much he is missed. These books were originally
self-published because my father wanted to make a high quality guide with amazing
color at a reasonable price. To continue my father’s legacy in the space, I am creating PDF copies of these guides and putting them up for free on the website.
In addition to his work in the illustrated artwork community, my father was the
world’s most renown arachnologist. If you find this free book useful, I ask that you
consider making a donation to my father’s memorial fund to help fund the study of
small spiders, his other passion area.
https://www.gofundme.com/f/norman-i-platnick-memorial-fund
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A: The Battle of the Blurbs
The conventional view is that “L. Goddard was the pseudonym used by two artists, Mrs. L. G. Woolfenden and Rudolph Ingerle” (Martin & Martin, Vintage Illustration,
p. 83). As detailed in Volume I of this series, that view is based primarily on blurbs prepared by the Thomas D. Murphy Co. to accompany a few of their calendars, such as
this one for Comrades of the Wild, an Indian maiden image: Under this view, “Mrs.
Woolfenden took photographs of models in various poses. These were cut out, handcolored , and applied to the canvas. Then Ingerle filled in the rest of the picture using oil
paints since pastels and watercolor did not cover the photos sufficiently. Details were
not only added to the clothing and foregrounds, but to the lush backgrounds as well, utilizing Ingerle’s landscape skills” (Martin & Martin, Vintage Illustration, p. 83). Under the
conventional view, Mrs. Woolfenden was primarily a photographer, who needed the help
of an artist to fully realize her visions for the commercial calendar market.

A rather different view is presented in some of the blurbs prepared by one of the Murphy
Company’s competitors, the Kemper-Thomas Co., as shown on the following page.

INTRODUCTION

As detailed in Vol. 1 of this series, we believe that the Kemper-Thomas blurbs are closer to the truth — that “L. Goddard” was a person, not a pseudonym; that she was primarily an artist, rather than a photographer; that the color images credited to James
Arthur, before his death on Jan. 11, 1912, were actually collaborations in which Arthur
took the photographs that Goddard then painted; and that the color images attributed to
Arthur or the Arthur Studio after his death are cases where Goddard may well have
been both the photographer and painter.

But just who was “L. Goddard”? It’s complicated!
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B: Biography
The artist known to collectors as
Leonora Woolfenden or L. Goddard
was born Nora Florence Weate
Hudson, and ultimately became Leonora Florence Weate Hudson
Goddard Woolfenden. To follow
the acquisition of her names is to
follow her life story.

She was born in England on November 4, 1877, to Mary Jane and
John Hudson. The record of her
baptism in Liverpool, on December
2, 1877, listed her dad as an auctioneer. Mary Jane’s parents, Henry Watkin, a draper, and his wife,
Jane, also likely attended, since
they presented their son, Arthur
Bernard, born April 25, 1864, for
baptism along with Arthur’s new
niece.

From there on, the family appears
to have scattered. Mary Jane was
listed in the 1881 census, without
John or Nora, but still married, staying with friends in Liverpool and
This portrait belonged to the late Betty Lou Salisbury, who iden- working as a barmaid. In the same
tified it with this note on the reverse: “Nora Hudson Goddard census, Nora was reported to be
living with her grandparents in LivWolfenden; Chosen one of the ten most Beautiful Women in
erpool, but our search turned up no
the world – Photographic Convention- Paris 1910 (I think).
sign of John Hudson.
James Arthur – Photographer – Detroit and ‘friend’.” Betty
Lou Salisbury was the daughter of Woolfenden’s first cousin,
Lucy Bate Rowe Salisbury; Lucy’s granddaughter, Elissa Ball
Then, in October of 1884, Nora
Hamlin, found the photo among family heirlooms and kindly
Hudson, age six, appeared on the
manifest of the ship Iowa, sailing
provided access to it, through her cousin, Jeff Salisbury.
from Liverpool to Boston. The record doesn’t show anyone sailing
with her, and no names of other family members appear on the manifest! Was a six-year-old
child really sent alone on such a voyage? We can only guess that one or both of her parents
had already relocated to Boston. It’s unknown who brought her or met her in Boston, but at
some point she was reunited with her mother. Whether she ever saw her father again is also
unknown, because in 1886 her mother married Walter C. Goddard in Auburn, Illinois. In 1888,
their son, Walter, was born in Michigan and that is where the family settled, positioning Nora for
a long, successful career in art with the up-and-coming James Arthur Studio in Detroit.
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By 1900, however, Nora Hudson had somehow become “Lenora Goddard!” The census that
year showed her living with her widowed mother, Mary Jane (age 46) and her brother Walter
(age 11) in Detroit. The variant “Lenora” is probably just a census taker’s best guess at Leonora’s spelling. It was a confusion that persisted throughout Woolfenden’s life, with Lenore
and Eleanora as other common misspellings. It was certainly reasonable for her to assume
the surname of her late stepfather, rather than maintain that of the father with whom she had
spent little or no time, but the source of the addition to her original first name of Nora is unknown. Surviving family members have assisted in our search for Woolfenden’s life story and,
while references to both first names appear in family correspondence, no one seems to know
when, why, or how Nora became Leonora, but it was likely just her personal preference.

Of even greater significance in the 1900 census was Leonora’s description of her occupation
as “artist.” A 1901 city directory indicated that her employer was James Arthur, thus officially
connecting the artist, Leonora Goddard, with the photographic studio for which she was to work
for at least two decades, producing hundreds of images used on calendars, trade cards, blotters, fans, and just about any type of print advertising one can imagine, along with colorized
photographs for framed wall décor. With few exceptions, the work was signed or attributed either to Arthur alone, or to the Arthur Studio, with no mention of her contributions.

James Arthur, the studio’s owner-photographer, died in 1912, yet the production of calendar art
continued for over a decade. Woolfenden, a self-described artist who is also known to have
produced photos for the studio, was probably the source of that artwork, as photographer, artist, or both. (She is known to have modeled for the studio too — see the section on models
below.)

On February 26, 1903, as Leonora F. Hudson, she married insurance agent George R. Woolfenden (1876-1958) in Essex, Ontario. The 1910 census showed Lenora married to George
and living with him in Detroit. Sadly, records indicate that George filed for divorce in September of 1913, citing extreme cruelty! The uncontested divorce was granted in December of that
year. Leonora Woolfenden continued to refer to herself as Mrs. Woolfenden for the rest of her
life, indicating on census and directory forms that she was divorced. Professionally, too, she
was Leonora Woolfenden; publishers’ records credited Woolfenden as the provider of the artwork they purchased from her.

It appears that for a decade after the death of James Arthur, Leonora was content to have her
work attributed to him or to the Arthur Studio, but in July of 1921, the Osborne Company copyrighted two dozen images, including a gorgeous set of 12 monthly images of ladies that were
marketed as the “When Lights Are Low” series. In the copyrights, all these images were attributed to Kenneth Arthur, the son of James Arthur who had taken ownership of the studio after the death of his father. Kenneth apparently had little artistic ability, and we suspect that
having her works attributed to someone who was not involved in either the photography or the
painting was the last straw. The images copyrighted by the Osborne Co. in 1922 and later
years were attributed not to Kenneth but to Woolfenden herself, and she began to sign her
paintings, and thereby her prints, not with her married name, but with her shorter maiden name,
“L. Goddard.” Interestingly, the 1921 Detroit City Directory was the first to list Leonora’s employer as the Kenneth Arthur Studio.
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As with her earlier work for Arthur, assessing her contribution to any given creation, even though
signed, is more complicated than simply reading the signature. Confusion reigns because, as
described more fully in Volume 1, collectors have found reported instances in which Leonora
Woolfenden, an accomplished photographer as well as artist, provided photos to Chicago-based
landscape artist Rudolph F. Ingerle (1876-1958) for his illustrative embellishment, the finished
products being signed “L. Goddard.” We know that there were a few cases in which this happened – notably in some of Goddard’s popular Indian maiden prints. But evidence is lacking
that in all, or even most cases, the Goddard signature represents a collaboration with Ingerle.
For most of the relevant years (1922-1932), the two artists lived in different cities (Goddard in
Detroit, and Ingerle in Chicago), although there are some copyrights, filed by Goddard rather
than a publisher, that list her address as Chicago, suggesting that those images may also be
collaborations with Ingerle. We will probably never know the true extent of their collaboration,
but we conclude that, in the vast majority of cases, L. Goddard simply represented Leonora
Woolfenden signing the maiden name of her choice.

Those issues aside, Leonora Woolfenden seems to have thrived, both at the Arthur Studio and
on her own. We don’t know exactly when she ceased being an employee. In 1922, her entry in
the city directory, for the first time, omitted any reference to the Arthur Studio; she listed herself
simply as an artist. The Arthur Studio continued to be credited in copyright registrations through
the end of 1923, possibly based on works she had completed earlier. Some later copyrights
refer to the “Goddard Studio,” but we have found no evidence of any physical studio, either in
Detroit or Chicago, and suspect that the “Studio” was simply wherever she happened to be
painting.

Correspondence from relatives, as well as public directory and census information, provides insights into her lifestyle during these years. From the family: a cousin, Edna Lamb Bump (19081999), who arrived in Detroit from England in 1914 at around age 6, wrote in an undated letter,
“I remember Nora driving up to our house on 13th Street in Detroit in a big, chauffeured car,
bringing us Christmas presents … We had a dog named Jack – wire haired terrier. Nora had
Gladys bring Jack and she took pictures for advertising purposes … At the time Nora worked for
the Arthur Studios in Detroit.”

From the Detroit City Directory: In 1922, Leonora lived at 35 Owen Street in Detroit. That
address belongs to the Saint Rita Apartments,
described by Wikipedia as a building of luxury
apartments built in 1916. A modern photo of
the building is shown at the right.

By 1927, she had moved to Highland Park, an
adjoining Detroit suburb, and was taking care
of her mother, who died that year of pneumonia, complicated by senility. The 1930 census
indicated that she was still in Highland Park,
but change was on the horizon.

INTRODUCTION
The 1940 census finds her living in Chicago! She is listed as a 62-year-old divorcee, born in
England, who is a part-time cosmetics saleslady. She stated that she had “other income.” Also, she reported that Chicago had been her home in 1935. So we know she left Detroit sometime between 1930 and 1935. Woolfenden is listed as the head of the household, living with
her “partner” Irene Shaw, age 30, a “retail mail order buyer.”

It’s unclear how long that partnership continued, but sometime in the 1940s, Leonora headed
west. A 1948 voter registration form for Mrs. Leanora H. Woolfenden placed her at 8708 Crescent Drive in Los Angeles, CA. The sunny warmth of her new setting must have been a relief
after a lifetime in the cold winds and snow of Detroit and Chicago. A quick search on the address reveals that the home was sold as recently as 2014. Twenty-six pictures attached to the
real estate listing show, as Realtor.com put it, “a cool, classic Laurel Canyon bungalow at its
boho chic best…great outdoor space and fantastic canyon views everywhere.” “ A magical
creative space, ” added Redfin.

Extensive searches have revealed no further glimpses into the life of Leonora Woolfenden, for
the last record found is that of her death. We will have to imagine that she enjoyed many
pleasant years in her “magical creative space,” before falling ill in January, 1955. Her death
certificate reveals that she underwent cancer surgery in March and died on April 25, 1955. No
next of kin is listed; in fact, in the blank provided for the informant’s name, the word “self” appears. Her last address was 370 Cliff Drive, Laguna Beach, another idyllic location.

C: Models
We know that the photograph of Goddard shown on p. 6 was taken by James Arthur. Jeff Salisbury, Goddard’s first cousin twice removed, who helped unearth that portrait also worked
through family letters, scrapbooks, and recollections and was able to confirm that Goddard
filled three roles at the Arthur Studio: artist, photographer, and model. We show here a few examples of images, attributed by their publisher to James Arthur, that we believe feature Goddard as the model (as well as the painter).
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We have identified a few other women who may have modeled for Goddard.
1. Lucy Bate Rowe (1884-1972)
Lucy was Goddard’s first cousin who, like Leonora, was born in Liverpool,
England. She moved to Detroit shortly after entering Canada in 1900.
The family places her living on Charlotte Street in Detroit in 1908 and,
indeed, the 1910 census confirms her presence there. Leonora is known
to have used family members in her photos, so it would not be surprising
if she recruited her attractive young cousin to the enterprise. Based on
this portrait of Lucy, ca. 1908, supplied by her grandson, Jeffrey L. Salisbury, we suspect that Lucy may have been the model for “A New Year’s
Caller” as well as other images attributed to James Arthur that were published by the Osborne Co. in 1909 and 1910.
2. Mabel Carrier Reid (1883-1978)
On September 12, 1906, the Detroit Free Press published
an announcement of the marriage of Mabel Carrier to
Daniel G. Reid. In part it states, “Mabel Carrier Reid, the
former beautiful Detroit and Windsor girl, model for photographers and artists, actress, and now wife of the president of the tin-plate trust, is here shown in a pose made a
few years ago by photographer James Arthur, of this city.”
In searching for images of her in Arthur’s published work,
we are hampered by the poor quality of the available
newspaper photos of Mabel, but Sunflowers, published by
Brown & Bigelow in 1905 and 1906, may represent her.
3. May Belle (Maizie) Mitchell Ryerson (1901-?)
According to news reports, Maizie came to Detroit from Canada around 1921 and began working as
an artist’s model at art schools and studios, though the Arthur Studio or Goddard were not specifically
mentioned in those accounts. In one (unnamed) studio, Maizie met the much older Detroit millionaire
Albert W. Ryerson, who allegedly convinced her, first, that he wanted to take her in as his “daughter”
and, next, that they should be married. The marriage lasted ninety days, during which time Maizie
learned that he was the leader of the Detroit branch of a nationwide
“love cult.” She divorced him, citing physical abuse, and the surrounding publicity reportedly resulted in the demise of the cult in Detroit. An
account published on December 29, 1922 in The Buffalo Enquirer,
reported “Maizie, the model, has returned to her former occupation to
recouperate from the onerous experiences of a lady of leisure.”
Apparently, however, the cult continued to operate elsewhere, and a
full-page photo spread about it ran in newspapers across the nation
on November 27, 1927. It featured a photo (shown at right) of Maizie,
partially clad in what appears to be a floral fabric wrap. Also featured
was a photo (shown on p. 11) of two other women wearing costumes
that look remarkably like those worn by the “exotic ladies” photographed and painted by L. Goddard during the 1920s. So, with Maizie
said to have returned to her modeling career following her divorce
and, considering that she bore a physical resemblance to some of the
subjects of Goddard’s work, we wonder: does Maizie appear in prints
such as The Garden of Allah (p. 41) or In the Land of Heart’s Desire
(p. 42)?

INTRODUCTION
The legend on the
previous newspaper
photo read “Mrs.
Maizie Ryerson, Pictured Adoring the
Sculptured Head of
Her Husband. She
Charged That the
Cult Leader Whipped
Her During an ‘O. T.
O.’ Ritual.”

D: Works by Goddard and Their Treatment Here
The published works signed or attributed directly to Goddard fall into two groups. An early
group appeared from 1909 to 1914, while Goddard was employed at the Arthur Studio. They
typically bear a characteristic signature in block letters, sometimes followed by the year in
which they were painted. The calendar companies that published these early works include: Frederickson Co., Chicago
IL; Gerlach-Barklow Co., Joliet IL; Kemper-Thomas Co., Cincinnati OH; Red Wing Advertising Co., Red Wing MN; Whitehead
& Hoag, Newark NJ. It is possible that these early works are
instances where Goddard did both the photography and the painting.
The second group of Goddard works first appeared in 1922,
and includes dozens of images published over the ensuing
decade. These almost always have her mature signature, in
cursive script. Given the large number of works involved, it is
surprising that relatively few calendar companies published
these mature pieces; they are listed here with an approximate
number of images):
—American Art Works, Coshocton OH (over 30)
—Blanchard Co., Aurora IL (over 5)
—Brown & Bigelow, St. Paul MN (at least 1)
—Gerlach-Barklow Co., Joliet IL (at least 10)
—Kemper-Thomas Co., Cincinnati OH (over 80)
—Thomas D. Murphy Co., Red Oak IA (over 35)
—Osborne Co., Newark NJ (over 45)
—”O.H.K.” (identity unknown; at least 2)
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Perhaps the most unexpected of these statistics is the very low number of Brown & Bigelow
pieces. That company had been one of the earliest outlets for the products of James Arthur’s
studio, publishing around 100 pieces that were likely painted by Goddard. During Goddard’s
mature period, however, the “niche” of Goddard-like works at Brown & Bigelow, including Indian
maidens, gypsies, tropical settings, Eastern costumes, and enchanted ladies, seems to have
been filled instead by R. F. Ingerle. (Ingerle’s known calendar art pieces are treated in an appendix near the end of this volume).
Most of these calendar companies produced a wide variety of advertising products for their clients, including postcards, blotters, and card calendars for monthly mailings, fans, and wrappers
for candy boxes, as well as their main product, hanging calendars. None seem to have attempted to sell their images directly to the public, as art prints for wall decor, so the examples described in the listings below as “prints” have two sources. The companies often produced separate prints of their images, most of which were destined to be tipped on to a calendar backing.
The separate prints were handy for the salesmen that visited their clients, being much easier to
transport than large, finished calendars. Over-runs of separate prints were sometimes sold to
jigsaw puzzle companies as well, to be glued onto thick backings and then cut into puzzles.
The second source of “prints” is the finished calendars themselves; at the end of the year, the
recipients of the calendars often cropped the pieces, so that the image could be framed, discarding all the other parts of the calendar. If everything except the image itself was removed,
these cropped calendars can be indistinguishable from prints intended to be tipped onto calendars, so the examples called “prints” below may often be just cropped calendar tops.
The images are organized below into sections based on their subject matter. Images including
only ladies are treated first, in sections for Indian maidens, exotic ladies (including gypsies, pirates, and ladies in tropical settings, Eastern costumes, and classical settings), and enchanted
ladies. Subsequent sections focus on images showing couples, only men, mothers with babies
and older children, family groups, and children shown without adults.
Each title is annotated to indicate the basis for considering the image to be a Goddard work. A
capital S indicates that the piece includes a Goddard signature, whereas a capital A indicates
that the image is attributed to Goddard. These attributions can come from any of three sources:
indications printed on the calendars (e.g., “Painted by L. Goddard”), indications printed on
blurbs printed by the publisher for distribution with the calendars, and copyright records filed by
the publisher. Titles labeled with a capital U are both unsigned and unattributed, and might be
by some other artist. Image sizes are presented as width x height, in inches, with sizes of the
full calendars indicated as a print size (width x height) on the width x height of the full calendar.
An appendix gathers together information on copyright records, and publishers’ painting records, that have not yet been paired with known images. A second appendix, on Ingerle, treats
his calendar art works, also organized by subject matter. An index to titles, with a price guide,
completes the volume.

EARLY WORKS: COVERS

Illustrated Sunday Magazine (S), August
29, 1909, The Last Swim of the Season
This is apparently the earliest published
work attributed to Goddard, as well as
the only one known to have been painted in 1908 (date from the signature).

Illustrated Sunday Magazine (U)
October 1, 1911, and October 15, 1911
These cover images are unsigned but are stylistically similar to many works published in that year that were attributed to James Arthur and were likely painted by
Goddard.

In 1909, the Frederickson Co. of Chicago copyrighted four images by “L. Goddard Wolfenden” [sic]:
Chrysanthemums, ©Nov. 1
Good catch, ©Sept. 30
Hortense, ©Nov. 1
Reflections, ©Sept. 30
None of these images have been identified to date, though it is possible that
some are among the untitled early
works shown below.
Don’t Turn Your Old Girl Down (S)
sheet music, published by Rossiter,
Chicago, 1911 (painted in 1910, per
signature)
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On July 25, 1910, the Whitehead &
Hoag Co. of Newark copyrighted a set
of 12 images in their “Birthday jewel
series, Jan.-Dec.” No artist is credited,
but at least five are signed by Goddard,
and the nine images found to date all
appear to be her work. They were
used on 4.5x10.5” card calendars, apparently numbered 20503 through
20613. The known images are shown
on the following two pages.

EARLY WORKS: BIRTHSTONE SERIES
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20513—February—(Amethyst)

20523—March—(Bloodstone)

(signed L. Goddard –10)

(unsigned)

20533—April—(Diamond)

20543—May—(Emerald)

20553—June—(Pearl)

(signed L. Goddard –09)

(unsigned)

(signed L. Goddard –09)

20503—January

also seen on small vertical blotter
#20062

EARLY WORKS: BIRTHSTONE SERIES
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20573—August—(Sardonyx)

20583—September—(Sapphire)

(signed L. Goddard –09)

(signed L. Goddard, date illegible)

20593—October—(Opal)

20603—November—(Topaz)

20613—December

(unsigned)

(unsigned)

20563—July

EARLY WORKS: TITLED
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Daddy’s Darlings (A)

Daisies (S)

A Future Champion (S)

undated Gerlach-Barklow sample calendar WC114, 7x8.5 on 11.25x14.5

signed “L. Goddard –10” and known
only from the B&W photo in Martin &
Martin, Vintage Illustration, p. 90

4.5x6, signed “L. Goddard —09”

This print is unsigned, and no copyright
has been found for the title. It appears
to be a hand-painted print produced
from a hand-tinted photograph; the pink
and blue dresses are printed, but some
details, such as the petals and centers of
the bottom-most daisies, are handpainted on top of the print. As shown in
the photos below, from the 1911 and
1912 G-B yearbooks, the company did
market hand-painted calendars during
those years, and we suspect that this
piece, attributed to Goddard with the
title, dates from that period.

“A group of dainty Hand-Colored Calendars in the Great Gerlach-Barklow
line” (1911 G-B yearbook)

©Whitehead & Hoag, Newark, Sept. 1,
1909

An image with this title was copyrighted by the Red Wing Advertising Co., of
Red Wing, Minn., on Feb. 8, 1910, with
no artist attribution, and might be this
piece.

1912 G-B yearbook
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EARLY WORKS: TITLED

We’re Thoroughbreds (A), calendar top
3100, 12x16.5, ©Kemper-Thomas Co.,
Jan. 2, 1912, marked “From water color
by L. Goddard”

Spirit of Christmas (S)
print, 10.5x16
signed L. Goddard —10
©Red Wing Advertising Co., July 2,
1912
N.B.: The original painting was apparently 18x22, and was once offered for
sale by Red Wing for $100!

Under the Old Apple Tree (S)
calendar 4400, 4.25x8.5 on 7x13, with
1914 pad, signed L. Goddard —10,
marked “From water color by L. Goddard”
©Kemper-Thomas Co., Cincinnati,
Jan. 1, 1913

A Watchful Guard (S)
print T306, 11x8, ©Red Wing Advertising Co., Jan. 3, 1911

The Winter Girl (A). calendar 6364,
5.35x12.75 on 9.25x19, with 1911 pad
marked “From painting by L. Goddard”
©E. B. Neal, Cincinnati, Jan. 2, 1910, but
calendar published by Kemper-Thomas,
with a stock number indicating it may not
have been published until 1915

EARLY WORKS: TITLES UNKNOWN
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#UEW03 (S), print, 7x8.75, undated

#UEW01 (S)
print, 7.75x16
signed L. Goddard —09

#UEW02 (S)
print, 4.5x13.5
signed L. Goddard —10

#UEW04 (S)
embossed print, 4.75x11
signed L. Goddard —09

INDIAN MAIDENS: TITLED

Afloat on the River (S)
print, 8x10; calendar sample, 10x13 on
14x26, 1931; calendar blank, 16x22 on
26x48
©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1930
Also seen as “Drifting,” ©O.H.K., on
5.75x7.75 print, fan, and thermometer!

Among the Lofty Crags, Where Only the
Brave Dare Venture (S)

An American Princess (U)
calendar sample, 4 1/8x5 1/8 on 7.25x9
5/8, 1924; print, 6.5x9.5; calendars,
12x16 on 16x20, and 15.75x21 on
21.25x48
©T. D. Murphy Co., Dec. 26, 1922
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Although “An American Princess” is
often attributed to Goddard, and is
undoubtedly her work, this blurb indicates that the Murphy Co. marketed it
as simply a product of the Arthur Studio.

Artistic Simplicity (S)

calendar tops, 8.5x10 and 16x22

print, 10x13; calendar, 16x22 on
19.25x33, 1925

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1925

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1924

Also used on Tuco Picture Puzzle titled
“Finding the Eagle’s Nest”!

INDIAN MAIDENS: TITLED
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The Beacon Light (A)
calendar top, 3 5/8 x 4 5/8 on 6x??

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1922
Marked “Painting by Godard” but see
also this title under Ingerle Indian Maidens below!

Beauty Waits at the End of the Trail (S)
print, 6.75x8
©Osborne Co., Aug. 4, 1928, attributed to
L. G. Woolfenden, described as “Indian
maiden sitting on ground looking into fire;
wigwam in back of her; mountains in background; moon reflecting on lake.”

Comrades of the Wild (A)
calendar sample, 6.75x10 on 10.5x17,
undated; also used on fan
unsigned, but ©T. D. Murphy Co., Oct.
15, 1923, attributed to L. G. Woolfenden, described as “Indian girl on bank
of forest stream holding out hand toward squirrel.”

Call of the Wild (U)
print, 6.75 x 8.25; horizontally cropped
on calendar, 6.25x12.75 on 10x18, 1924
©Blanchard Co., Aurora IL, Dec. 27, 1921
unsigned, attributed to Goddard in Martin & Martin, Vintage Illustration, p. 197;
based on ©date, might be Arthur Studio

Although the copyright record mentions only Woolfenden, this blurb indicates that Ingerle also worked on the
painting.

INDIAN MAIDENS: TITLED

Daughter of the Dawn (S)
prints, 4.75x6.5 and 6x8
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studio photo used for Daughter of the
Dawn, from the Murphy Co. archives

reverse side of that photo, reading
“Looking in pool with mountain and
waterfall in background/Maxfield Parrish blues/28028[?] Daughter of the
Dawn/1931 line.” Goddard may have
submitted the photo and description
for approval before executing the
painting.

Diana of the Forest (A)

publisher’s blurb for Diana of the Forest; N.B.: refers to Goddard as male!

©T. D. Murphy Co., Nov. 29, 1929,
attributed to “Goddard (L.) [pseud of L.
G. Woolfenden],” described as “Indian
girl kneeling on rock in foreground overlooking stream below. A forest on opposite bank of stream.”

calendar tops, 10x13 on 15x? and
16x23 on ?
unsigned but ©Gerlach-Barklow Co.,
Dec. 27, 1922 and attributed to L. Goddard in the publisher’s blurb

INDIAN MAIDENS: TITLED
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The Fire Dance to the Great Spirit (S)

A Forest Maiden (S)

Blurb

prints, 10x13 and 16x20

prints, 10x13 and 16x21

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1928

Die Hausfrau cover, August, 1934

Although the image bears an L. Goddard signature, the blurb attributes the
painting to “A. Goddard” and his brush!

©Gerlach-Barklow Co., Dec. 28, 1925

A Forest Princess (A)

Free as the Wind that Blows (U)

oval print, 7x9.75; also used on fan

card calendar, 4x5 on 5.5x10.5

©T. D. Murphy Co., Sept. 24, 1928,
attributed to “Goddard (L.), [pseud. of
L. G. Woolfenden],” described as
“Indian girl paddling canoe along dark
stream with rocky cliffs on left bank.”

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1923 (full
title is probably longer, as the © record
includes an “etc.” after “Blows”)
N.B.: This image is neither signed nor
attributed to an artist.

In the Depth of the Blue Robed Hills (U)
card calendar sample, 3.75x4.75 on 5x10,
Jan. 1931
Kemper-Thomas Co., no © found
N.B.: This image is neither signed nor
attributed to an artist, but is based on the
same photo as a Kemper-Thomas enchanted lady image that is signed by Goddard
(see p. 47).

INDIAN MAIDENS: TITLED

In the Land of Dreams (S)
print, 17x23
©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1932
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In the Land of Laughing Water (S)

In the Land of the Sky Blue Waters (S)

print, 7x9

calendar sample, 9.5x12.5 on 13x22,
1928; prints, 14x21 and 18x25

publisher unknown; ca. 1928 per Martin & Martin. Vintage Illustration, p.
191; may be the image ©Dec. 26,
1924, by “Goddard (L.) Chicago” as “In
the Land of Laughing Waters.”

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1927

In the Temple of Manito (S)
calendar, 16x21 on 22x41, 1925; prints, 8x12
and 17.5x22
©Osborne Co., Dec. 26, 1922, probably also
the image Osborne © June 27, 1922, attributed to L. G. Woolfenden, described as “Arrowmaker’s Daughter: Indian girl seated on rock
along bank of stream flowing from mountains
in background.”

In the Valley of the Moon (S)
print, 9x7; calendar top, 20x15
©American Art Works, Dec. 12, 1924, listed in the company’s paintings record book as part of their 1926 line, described as “Indian maiden, blue
moon.” The original painting was 23x20 and was sold through the Hudson
Co. (i.e., the J. L. Hudson Department Store) of Detroit.

INDIAN MAIDENS: TITLED
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In Wonderland
©American Art Works., Dec. 27, 1926,
listed in the company’s paintings record
book as part of their 1928 line, described
as “Indian maiden, canoe.” The original
painting was 24x20 and was sold through
the Hudson Co. of Detroit.
image not yet identified, but may be
#UIM01 shown on p. 32

The Land of Enchantment (S)
calendar, 8.75x7 on 9.5x13.5, 1930
©American Art Works, Dec. 28, 1925, listed in the company’s paintings record
book as part of their 1927 line, described as “Indian maiden, river edge.” The original painting was 24x20.

The Land of His Fathers (S)

Land of the Setting Sun (U)

print, 13.25x9.25; N.B.: The image shown here is from an example that is cropped at
both sides and the bottom; the more complete version we have seen is too badly
faded to reproduce here but includes a Goddard signature below the title.

print, 6x8

©Osborne Co., Feb. 5, 1924, attributed to L. Goddard, described as “Indian woman
with boy kneeling on hilltop at left, and looking over valley below.”

unsigned, ©T. D. Murphy Co., Dec. 27,
1921, with no artist credited; based on
© date, might be Arthur Studio, apparently seen so credited by Rick Starets

INDIAN MAIDENS: TITLED
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Laughing Water (S)

Listening to the Still Voices (S)

prints, 5.5x7.5 and 12x16

calendar, 9x6 on 11.5x16.25, 1924; print, 19.5x14

©T. D. Murphy Co., Oct. 5, 1927, described as “Indian maiden sitting on
bank of stream in forest; full moon in
background.”

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1923

Listening to the Voices of the Stream (S)

Listening to the Whisperings of the Peaks (S)

calendar sample, 10x13 on 14x18, 1933

calendar sample 34348, 10x13 on 13.5x23.5,
1933

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1931

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1933

INDIAN MAIDENS: TITLED
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Messengers of Good Will (S)
calendar sample, 14.75x10.75 on 20.5x16.5, 1932
also used on Jiggity Jig puzzle, Ser. III, No. 7, titled “Indian Maidens”
©American Art Works, Dec. 8, 1930, listed in the company’s paintings record book as part
of their 1932 line, described as “2 Indian maidens.” The original painting was 26x20.

Minnehaha, Laughing Water (A)

Nature’s Lullaby (S)

calendar sample, 5.25x6.5 on 8.25x11
(image cropped at left and top), 1926;
also used on fan

print, 6x8; also used on fan

unsigned, but ©T. D. Murphy Co., 1924,
where credited to L. Goddard and described as “Young Indian maiden sitting
on rock overhanging lake.”

©T. D. Murphy Co., Nov. 8, 1930,
where described as “Woman and little
child wearing Indian clothes, seated on
the ground.”

INDIAN MAIDENS: TITLED

Ogemaquay (A)
calendar sample, 22.5x17.5 on 33x46, 1928
cover, Das Goldene Buch, Oct. 1930, with German title “Eine Königin des Urwaldes”
©Gerlach-Barklow Co., Dec. 22. 1923
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blurb, indicating that “Ogemaquay”
means “Queen of the Forest,” which
matches the German title on the magazine cover

The Prayer to Manitou, the Mighty (A?)

A Princess of the Wilds (A)

print, 9.5x13

calendar, 10x13 on 14x26, 1925

Blanchard Co., attributed to Goddard
on back of print (information from Rick
Starets)

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1924,
©record not attributed but calendar
marked “Painting by L. Goddard”

INDIAN MAIDENS: TITLED
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Princess Winona (S)

Ramona (U)

The Red Bird (S)

calendar sample, 6x7.25 on 8.25x11, 1927

card calendar sample, 3.75x5 on 5x10,
undated

calendar sample, 5.25x6.5 on 8.25x11,
1928

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1929,
unattributed but in same series of card
calendars as “In the Depth of the Blue
Robed Hills”

©T. D. Murphy Co., Nov. 8, 1926,
attributed to L. Goddard, described as
“Indian girl seated on rock beside
mountain stream, looking at bird on
branch of tree.”

©T. D. Murphy Co., Aug. 17, 1925,
attributed to L. G. Woolfenden, described
as “Girl with feather in hair, bare arms and
feet, seated on bank of mountain stream;
foliage and mountains in background.”

Roaming the Hills, Dancing through Dells, as Free as a Bird in its Flight (S)

The Signal of Welcome (S)

print, 8x6.5

calendar, 18x22.5 on 25x48.5, 1931;
print, 11x14

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1925 (as “Roaming the Hills, Dancing through
Dells, etc.”!)

©American Art Works, Dec. 5, 1929,
listed in the company’s paintings record book as part of their 1931 line,
described just as “Indian maiden.” The
original painting was 20x27.

INDIAN MAIDENS: TITLED

Spirit of the Dawn

The Spirit of the Forest (S)

©Osborne Co., 1923, attributed to L. Goddard, described as “Indian girl with arms
upraised, standing among shrubbery on
hillside, calling on spirit of dawn.”

calendar top, 16x21 on 22x?; print ,
11x14
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blurb, “Goddard combines the work of
the camera with that of the brush, all
his figures being models, posed in the
most beautiful settings of nature.”

©Gerlach-Barklow Co., Dec. 26, 1924

image not yet identified

The Spirit of the Moonlight (A)
prints, 5x7 and 9.75x12.5; oval print,
19.5x23.5
©Osborne Co., Dec. 26, 1924, unattributed,
but probably also the image Osborne ©Feb.
5, 1924, described as “Nature’s mirror; by L.
Goddard. Indian girl braiding her hair and
looking into water; with waterfall and mountains in background.”

INDIAN MAIDENS: TITLED
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Taking Aim (S)
The Spirit of the Mountains (U)

©Osborne Co., Dec. 26, 1923, unattributed

photo of original painting, sold by
Grapefruit Moon Gallery; markings on
the back indicate it was used by American Art Works. The company’s
paintings record book does show an
“Indian maid, bow/arrow” piece, possibly in their 1933 line, but its title is uncertain.

A Token of Good Luck (S)

A Vision of the Happy Hunting Grounds (S)

calendar sample, 8x10 on 12x22 (?),
1930; cropped image on calendar sample, 3x9 on 4x14, 1930; prints, 7x8,
14x21, and 17.5x23.5; also used on
thermometer

calendar, 6x8 on 9x15, 1924; print, 9.75x12.5

print, 9x12

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1929

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1923
(Note the hunter on horseback in the clouds.)

INDIAN MAIDENS: TITLED
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When Dawn Comes Flying In (S)

When the Great Spirit Calls (S)

prints, 10x8 and 13x10

print, 7x9; calendar, 1925

©American Art Works, Dec. 11, 1931 (as “Where Dawn Comes Flying In”!), listed in
the company’s paintings record book as part of their 1933 line, described as “2 girls,
plane.” The original painting was 26x20.

Blanchard Co. (title and publisher per
Rick Starets, title ©L. Goddard, Dec. 26,
1923)

Where Beauty Hides in Mountain Glen (A)

The Witchery of Night (S)

calendar, 6.5x7.75 on 11.5x14.75, 1927; print,
11x14; seen attributed to the Goddard Studio

prints, 9x7 and 20x15

©Osborne Co., Dec. 28, 1925, probably also the
image Osborne ©Aug. 20, 1924 as “Spirit of the
great water; by L. G. Woolfenden. Indian girl
lying near campfire on bank of stream with
head raised, looking toward waterfalls and
mountains in distance.”

©American Art Works, Dec. 4, 1928, listed in the company’s
paintings record book as part of their 1930 line, described just as
“two Indian girls..” The original painting was 25x20 and was sold
through the Hudson Co. of Detroit.
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INDIAN MAIDENS: SIGNED, TITLE UNKNOWN

#UIM01
print, 21.5x16

INDIAN MAIDENS: OTHER
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The Osborne Co. copyrighted three additional Indian maiden images, without their
final titles and not yet identified, credited to L. G. Woolfenden (or, in the case of the
first image listed below, Mrs. L. G. Woolfenden):
Indian girl in canoe: Indian girl in canoe coming down stream, ©Apr. 28, 1922
Indian girl playing fife: girl leaning against tree playing fife, lake at right, ©Dec. 20,
1925
Two Indian girls—canyon background, 3796: At left of picture are two girls; one is
leaning against a large tree while other girl is sitting on ground. At right and in background is a view of the canyon. ©Sept. 2, 1927

Osborne pieces sometimes have © signs on the prints themselves, sometimes as a
simple “© O. Co.” and sometimes as a logo incorporating the three letters of “O. Co.”:

The images shown below are Goddard
“maybe’s” that could be by her, or by
some other artist.

print, 4.75x7.5; also on 8.25x15 calendar, 1930
title may be “Reflections”

print, 15x21

EXOTIC LADIES: GYPSIES
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Dancing Gypsy Eyes (S)
calendar, 6.75x8 on 10.5x16, 1939
©Osborne Co., Dec. 26, 1931, probably
also the image Osborne © May 2, 1930,
attributed to L. G. Woolfenden, described as “Gypsy girl, 4036, Young girl
dressed in a gipsy [sic] costume is standing in a forest. She is holding a tambourine over her head. Reflection from
moon on water in background.”

Fortune Will Attend Thee, and Angels
Will Defend Thee, Is the Forecast of the
Romany Rye (S)
print 7.75x11

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1924

“My Little Gypsy Sweetheart” (#2) (S)
“My Little Gypsy Sweetheart” (#1) (A)
calendar sample, 8x10 on 11.25x20.75,
1928
©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1927
marked “Painting by Woolfenden”

calendar, 5x7 on 9.5x13.5, 1932; prints,
6.75x8 and 14.25x18.5
©Osborne Co., Dec. 26, 1929, probably
also the image Osborne © Sept. 22,
1928, attributed to L. G. Woolfenden,
described as “ Gypsy girl, 3923, Girl
sitting under moss-covered tree, holding
tambourine in right hand. Red band on
her hair. Bright colored scarf around
waist. She is looking into fire at left.”

EXOTIC LADIES: GYPSIES

A Vagabond Princess (S)
calendar, 10x13.25 on 15x30.5, 1932

©American Art Works, Dec. 8, 1930,
listed in the company’s paintings record
book as part of their 1932 line. The original painting was 20x27.

#UEX01
print, 8x6.5, signed, title and publisher unknown
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EXOTIC LADIES: PIRATES
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The Buccaneer of Love (S)
calendar sample, 10x13.5 on 15x30.25,
1941
©American Art Works, Dec. 5, 1929,
listed in the company’s paintings record
book as part of their 1931 line, described
as “pirate girl.” The original painting
was 21x27 and was sold through the
Hudson Co. of Detroit.

Captain Kidd (S)
calendar sample, 3x6 on 5x12, undated
©Osborne Co., May 16, 1924 as
“Captain Kidd, by L. G. Woolfenden,
Girl dressed as pirate with short trousers, striped shirt open at neck, and
sword in belt.”

The Love Pirate (S)
print, 7x9
©American Art Works, Dec. 28 1925, listed
in the company’s paintings record book as
part of their 1927 line, described just as
“pirate girl.” The original painting was
20x24 and was sold through the Hudson Co.
of Detroit.

EXOTIC LADIES: TROPICAL SETTINGS

Aloha (S)
print, 6.75x8
©Osborne Co., Dec. 26, 1930, probably
also the image Osborne © July 11, 1930,
attributed to L. G. Woolfenden, described as “Hawaiian girl, 4069, Young
girl sitting on a high cliff at right, wearing
a Hawaiian costume; large palm trees
back of her; water at left; moon rising at
left.”

Hawaiian Melodies (S)
prints, 6.25x9 and 12x15
©American Art Works, Dec. 27, 1926,
listed in the company’s paintings record
book as part of their 1928 line. The original painting was 20x24.
marked “Painting by L. Goddard”

The Lure of the Tropics (A)

calendar, 3.25x8.75 on 5x15.5, 1935
©American Art Works, Dec. 22, 1933.
listed in the company’s paintings record book as part of their 1935 line,
described as “southern waters, girl,
trees.” The original painting was
22x28.5 and was sold through the Hudson Co. of Detroit.
marked “Painting by L. Goddard”
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EXOTIC LADIES: TROPICAL SETTINGS
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‘Neath the Tropic Moon (S)

blurb

print, 4.25x5.25

©Gerlach-Barklow Co., Dec. 27, 1932

Tondeleya (S)
prints, 6.75x8.75 and 16x20

#UEX02

©American Art Works, Dec. 4, 1928,
listed in the company’s paintings record book as part of their 1930 line,
described as “south sea island girl.”
The original painting was 20x24.

print, 5.75x8.75 (S)
signed, title and publisher unknown

EXOTIC LADIES: EASTERN COSTUMES

Along the Nile Where Dreams are Born
and Romance Fills the Air (S)

A Belle of the South Seas (A)
prints, 18x22.5 and 7x9

calendar, 10.5x12.5 on 12x17.5, 1927;
print, 8.5x10

©American Art Works, Dec. 27, 1927,
listed in the company’s paintings record book as part of their 1929 line,
under this (less than apt) title, described as “Egyptian girl.” The original
painting 20x24.

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1925, as
just “Along the Nile where dreams are
born”

A Dancer of the Nile (S)
calendar sample 1304, 7x8.5 on 10x14.75, 1936
marked ©Kemper-Thomas Co., © record not
found
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EXOTIC LADIES: EASTERN COSTUMES

An Egyptian Princess (S)
calendar sample, 10x13.5 on 14.5x28,
1933

studio photo used for An Egyptian Princess, from the Murphy Co. archives

©T. D. Murphy Co., Dec. 10, 1928

reverse side of that photo, showing Goddard’s original title “Pharoah’s Daughter”
and reading “Egyptian palms and pyramids in background—water in foreground “blue Nile” perhaps a few bulrushes.” Obviously, the actual painting
departed from her original intentions.

publisher’s blurb, attributing Flowers of the East to “The Goddard
Studio”

The Fairest Blossom in the Land Where
the Lotus Grows (U)
prints, 8x11 and 10x13
©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1926, no
artist credited

Flowers of the East (S)
prints, 5x7 and 16x20
©Osborne Co., Dec. 26, 1928, probably also the image Osborne © June 1, 1928, attributed to L. G.
Woolfenden, described as “Rajah’s palace. Two
draped figures on veranda, one is standing with her
hands clasped in the air while other is sitting on
floor. Mountains and lake in background.”

EXOTIC LADIES: EASTERN COSTUMES

The Garden of Allah (S)
print, 10x14
©Osborne Co., Dec. 27, 1927, probably
also the image Osborne © July 15, 1927,
attributed to L. G. Woolfenden, described as “Oriental girl, 3792, Pool and
water lilies in foreground; at left of picture is a young girl on floor of veranda;
mountain lake in background.”
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Although the print has a typical “L.
Goddard” signature, and has a
likely © credit to L. G. Woolfenden, the attribution marked on
the print reads “By the Goddard
Studio.”

The title of “Her Step is Music
and Her Voice is Song” is taken
from “Festus: A Poem by Philip
James Bailey.” The calendar top
is also marked “By the Goddard
Studio.”
Garden of Golden Dreams (S)

Her Step is Music and Her Voice is Song (S)

calendar sample, 8x10.5 on 12.5x15.5, 1931

calendar top, 9.75x12 on 14x>20, undated

©T. D. Murphy Co., Nov. 29, 1929, attributed to
“Goddard (L). [pseud. of L. G. Woolfenden]” and
described as “Two figures in dancing costume in
left foreground; one half reclining, the other
standing against pillar. Façade of Grecian structure, and mountains in background.”

©Osborne Co., Dec. 27, 1932, probably also the
image Osborne © July 29, 1932, attributed to L.
G. Woolfenden, described as “Egyptian girl,
4193, Girl standing on balcony, right hand
resting on her hair, left hand extended out
straight, holding a veil in her hands. Pyramids in
background.”
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EXOTIC LADIES: EASTERN COSTUMES

In the Land of Heart’s Desire (S)
calendar sample, 10.5x14 on 14.75x27, 1929

studio photo used for In the Land of
Heart’s Desire, from the Murphy Co.
archives

©T. D. Murphy Co., Oct. 26, 1927, attributed
to Mrs. L. G. Woolfenden, described as “Two
partly draped women on terrace overlooking
the water, fir trees on each side.”

Land of Enchantment (S)
print, 14.75x10.75
©American Art Works, Dec. 26, 1934, listed in the company’s paintings record
book as part of their 1936 line, described as “reclining, holding parrot.” The
original painting was 28x21.

reverse side of that photo, with a sketch of
the final scene in the upper left corner, but
with a company notation referencing the
wrong title!

EXOTIC LADIES: EASTERN COSTUMES

On the Road to Mandalay (S)

The Pearl of India (A)

prints, 16x20 and 8.75x11

calendar, 6.75x8 on 9.75x12, 1927

©Osborne Co., Aug. 7, 1926, attributed
to L. G. Woolfenden, described as
“Draped female figure sitting on stone
balcony, with palm trees and stream in
background, oriental village in distance.”

©Osborne Co., June 24, 1925, attributed to L. G. Woolfenden, described as
“Young girl standing near heavy draperies under archway with pool extending
back to Taj Mahal in background.”
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Pharaoh’s Daughter at the Perfumed
Pool (S)
calendar sample, 10x13 on 12x17, 1929;
also used on fan
©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1927

also seen marked “by the Goddard Studio” on 25.5x47.5 1927 sample

Song of the Nile (S)

When Poets Dreamed of the Golden Age (S)

print, 10x12.5

prints, 26x17.25 and 10.5x7

©American Art Works, Dec. 8, 1930,
listed in the company’s paintings record book as part of their 1932 line,
described as “2 Egyptian figures.” The
original painting was 20x26.

©Osborne Co., Dec. 27, 1927, probably also the image Osborne © Apr. 21, 1927,
attributed to L. G. Woolfenden, described as “Group of two draped figures, veranda,
Young girl leaning against large pillar at left, another girl reclining on couch, and river
with rocky shore in background.”
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EXOTIC LADIES: CLASSICAL SETTINGS

The Glory That Was Greece (S)

print, 24.5x17.5
©T. D. Murphy Co., Sept. 24, 1928, attributed to “Goddard (L.) [pseud. of L. G. Woolfenden],” described as “Draped figures of two maidens playing with large ball on tallpillared portico, with flowers and trees at edge of water, and mountains and building
in background.”

Golden Days in Arcady (S)

The Spirit of Springtime (S)

calendar, 9.5x7 on 12x15, 1934; prints, 13.5x9.5 and 10x7

print, 9.5x7

©Osborne Co., Dec. 27, 1926, probably also the image Osborne © June 5, 1926, attributed to L. G. Woolfenden, described as “Two draped figures, Girl seated on stone rail of
veranda at right touching large vase while another girl is
standing back of her, lake and mountains in background.”

©Osborne Co., June 1, 1928, attributed to L. G. Woolfenden,
described as “Two draped figures, one is sitting on grass while
other is standing, holding a crystal ball in her hands. Stone
steps covered with flowers leading to lake in background.”
N.B.: This image is slightly cropped on both sides.

ENCHANTED LADIES: OSBORNE GODDESS SERIES

Ariadne (S), print

Ceres (S), card calendar, full 1928 pad

Clytle

© as “Ariadne on the Isle of Bacchus.
Rocky cliffs at right. Young girl seated on
large rock looking over sea which reflects light of full moon.”

© as “Circe [not Ceres!]. Young girl
seated on hillside holding bundle of
wheat, with another bundle at her
side, and wheat field and stream in
distance.

© as ”Clytle. Girl seated on large rock
with her foot in stream, large rocks on
each side of stream and mountains in
background.”

The twelve images in this series were © by the Osborne Co. on Feb. 17, 1926, and were attributed to L. G. Woolfenden. Most of
the examples found to date are small, 4x5 prints. They were tipped onto 5.5x10 card calendars, but the images also appeared on
long vertical blotters (where they are even smaller, 3.5x4.5 on 3 7/8x9 1/8, and printed directly on the blotters).

Daphne (S), print: card calendar, full
1928 pad
© as “Daphne. Right side view of girl
standing with one hand resting on
large rock and other hand touching
waterfall, mountain in background.”

Diana (S), card calendar, 8/28

Echo (S), print

© as “Diana. Girl seated on large rock,
with right hand on bow, looking down
into pool.”

© as “Echo. Girl standing on rocky bank
of stream, holding butterfly on her
hand, waterfall and mountains in background.”
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ENCHANTED LADIES: OSBORNE GODDESS SERIES

Pandora, known only from B&W image
in Martin & Martin, Vintage Illustration, p. 86

Flora (S), card calendar, 6/28

Iris (S), print

© as “Flora, goddess of flowers. Girl
standing in field of flowers with right
hand raised above head holding rose,
and left holding wreath of roses draped
over waist.”

© as “Iris. Girl with white tulle draped
around her seated on large rock, looking at iris flowers in her hands, ocean in
background.”

Penelope (S), card calendar, 7/28

Psyche (S), print

Thisbe (S), vertical blotter

© as “Penelope. Left side view of girl
seated upon rock on top of mountain,
holding two pink roses in hand and
looking over valley.”

© as “Psyche waiting for Cupid. Girl
seated on rock, with sprays of roses in
lap and around her on rocks, looking
up; sea in background.”

© as “Thisbe. Left side view of girl
draped in tulle, leaning against stone
wall covered by foliage.”

© as “Pandora. Young girl draped in
tulle standing on stone path in woods,
holding magic box in hands.”

ENCHANTED LADIES: KEMPER-THOMAS SPIRIT SERIES
These images occur on small prints,
3.75x4.75; each is signed, with a Kemper
-Thomas ©, but bears no title. The small
size suggests that they were used on
card calendars, and some have been
found tipped onto cropped cards. Only
the last two shown are also known in
larger formats, and only the last one is
known as a larger, titled piece, The Spirit
of the Murmuring Brook. KemperThomas © that title on Jan. 1, 1925; no
artist was credited, but 11 additional
“Spirit of” titles were © at the same
time, suggesting that those titles constitute a set of monthly calendar images:
Spirit of Autumn
Spirit of Evening
Spirit of Maytime
Spirit of Spring
Spirit of the Dawn
Spirit of the Day
Spirit of the Lake
Spirit of the Moonlight
Spirit of the Morning
Spirit of the Mountains
Spirit of the Murmuring Brook
Spirit of the Waterfall

KTSS #3

KTSS #1

KTSS #2

N.B.: apparently based on the same
photograph as “In the Depth of the
Blue Robed Hills” (see p. 22).

KTSS #4

KTSS #5
(Spirit of the Moonlight?)
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KTSS #6

KTSS #7

KTSS #8
(Spirit of Autumn?)

(Spirit of the Waterfall?)

KTSS #9

The Spirit of the Murmuring Brook

(also known as 10.25x13 on 11.75x17
1926 calendar)

(also known on ?x13 1926 calendar)

ENCHANTED LADIES
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Arcadia (S)

As Others See Her (S)

print, 7x9
©American Art Works, Dec. 27, 1927,
listed in the company’s paintings record
book as part of their 1929 line, described
as “two figures in moonlight, water,
mountain.” The original painting was
20x24.

print, 9.5x12.5
publisher uncertain, but the KemperThomas Co. © an image with this title
on Jan. 1, 1927

“Ave Maria.” (S)

The Awakening (A)

print, 5.75x7.75; calendar, 8x10 on
10.75x18, 1927

print, 10.5x7

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1926

©Osborne Co., Nov. 1, 1924, attributed to L. G. Woolfenden (print marked “From
painting by L. Goddard”), described as “Girl with long blonde hair standing in front of
a tree at right.”

ENCHANTED LADIES
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Blow, Breezes, Blow! (S)
prints, 7x9 and 10x13.5
American Art Works, ©Dec. 26, 1935,
listed in the company's paintings record
book as part of their 1929 line (!), described as “girl and dog on seashore.” The
original painting was 24x28.

Blue Night (A)
known only from the B&W photo in Martin & Martin, Vintage Illustration, p. 92

Osborne Co., probably ©Dec. 21, 1928,
attributed to L. G. Woolfenden, as “Girl
sitting on swing, 3921, Draped figure
sitting on swing, swinging over lake; large
rocks at left.”
(cf. ”The Garden of Delight”)

“Day Dreams as Rosy as the Glow of
the Setting Sun” (S)
calendar, 6x8 on 9.5x14, 1925
©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1924

Dreamland Cove (S)
print, 10x13; calendar sample, 7.25x13
on 10x20, 1925
publisher unknown, title © by
“Goddard (L.) Chicago” on Dec. 26,
1923

ENCHANTED LADIES
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The Enchanted Pool (S)

Enchantment (S)

Fair as the Lilies that Bloom at Her Feet (S)

calendar, 6.5x8 on 9.75x12, 1926

prints, 7x9 and 9.75x13.25; also used
on fan

print, 10x13; cropped on calendar sample,
3.25x8 on 5.5x15, 1931

©American Art Works, Dec. 27, 1926,
described in company’s paintings record book as “draped figure, profile.”
The original painting was 21x24.

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1930

“The Garden of Delight” (S)

The Garden of Dreams (S)

print, 9.75x12.75

print, 7x9

T. D. Murphy Co., no © found, back of
print marked #30011, 2nd proof, Oct.
1, 1930

©American Art Works, Dec. 4, 1928,
described in company’s paintings record book as “two draped figures, wall.”
The original painting was 20x27.

©Osborne Co., May 16, 1924, attributed
to L. G. Woolfenden, described as “Girl
in drapery seated on rocks near tall trees
on right bank of stream, dipping her feet
into the water.”

(N.B.: probably based on a photo from
the same shooting as Blue Night)

ENCHANTED LADIES
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The Golden Isles (S)

Golden Memories (?)

calendar, 8.5x6.5 on 9.75x12, 1933; also used on jigsaw puzzle by
C. and Co., London

N.B.: Known only from the B&W photo in Martin & Martin,
Vintage Illustration, p. 92; publisher unknown, but if the
print is signed by Goddard, the date given there (“ca. 1918”)
is unlikely to be correct, as works with Goddard’s mature
signature did not begin appearing until 1922.

©Osborne Co., Dec. 26, 1931, probably also the image © by Osborne on Jan, 24, 1931, attributed to L. G. Woolfenden, as “Two
girls—blossoming trees, 4115. Two draped figures at right, one
sitting in front of blossoming tree, the other girl is standing
touching some of the blossoms. Mountains in background, lake in
left background.”

Happiness Trail (S)
print, 10x12
©Osborne Co., Dec. 26, 1929, probably
also the image © by Osborne on July 25,
1929. attributed to L. G. Woolfenden,
described as “Automobile girl, 3990. [Girl
driving roadster, large mountains in background, lake in front of mountains.}”

“I Hear You Calling Me” (S)
print, 6x12
Osborne Co., no © found for title, may be
the image © by Osborne on Sept. 25,
1926, attributed to L. G. Woolfenden,
described as “Memory lane. Threequarter figure of girl leaning against large
birch tree with roses in left hand, water,
trees, and shrubbery in left background.”

ENCHANTED LADIES
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In the Garden of Happiness (S)

In the Peaceful Twilight Hour (S)

calendar top, 7x9 on 11x?, marked
“Painting by L. Goddard”

print, 6.25x8; calendar, 8.5x10 on
10.5x18, no pad, marked “Painting by
L. Goddard”

©American Art Works, Dec. 11, 1931,
listed in the company’s paintings record
book as part of their 1933 line.

In the Rosy Twilight Hour (A)
calendar, 6x8 on 7x14, 1924, marked
“Painting by Goddard”
©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1923

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1925

“Listening to the Voices that Speak in
the Rippling Brook” (A)
calendar blank 25664, 8x10 on
10.75x16.5; prints, 6x8 and 8.5x10.5,
marked “Painting by L. Goddard”
©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1924, as
“Listening to the still voices that speak
in the brook”
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Love Me, Love My Dog (A)
calendar top, 10x13 on 14x??
Gerlach-Barklow, no © found, marked
“R13½—Love Me, Love My Dog. Goddard”

Moonbeams (S)
print, 9x12; calendar, 4x6 on 6.5x11.5, 1926
©American Art Works, Dec. 12, 1924, listed
in company’s paintings record book as part
of their 1926 line, described as “girl on balcony.” The original painting was 24x28.
N.B: This example is cropped on all four
sides, full image is signed.

publisher’s blurb for Love Me, Love My
Dog, by “A. Goddard”! It reads (in
part): “A. Goddard is the brush name of
an artist who combines the work of
photography and palette with exquisite
skill. His work, strongly realistic, makes
a wide appeal.”

odd signature in lower left corner of
Love Me, Love My Dog, apparently
added by the publisher

Moonbeams and Moon Dreams (A)
print, with a signature that is not Goddard’s, but see the blurb at right
©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1932, as
“Moonbeams and Moondreams”

The signature on the print appears to
read “N. Reani” and does not resemble
Goddard’s signature at all, so this image might be misattributed on the
blurb.

ENCHANTED LADIES

Moonlight Reverie (S)
prints, 7.75x10.5 and 11.75x16

Music of the Dawn (S)

©T. D. Murphy Co., Oct. 5, 1927, described as “In foreground, girl seated on
stone wall holding roses in lap; in background, trees and full moon over water
and hills.”

calendar, 10.5x7 on 12x15, 1931; prints, 8x6 and 27x19
©Osborne Co., Dec. 26, 1929, possibly also the image Osborne ©July 25, 1929 as
“Girl at pool in garden, 3982. Draped figure in front of a pool. Large mountain in
background, broken stone walk in foreground. Flowers and large trees growing
around pond.”

publisher’s blurb for My Rose of Killarney, image not yet identified,
©Gerlach-Barklow, Jan. 28, 1924. At
least this time G-B managed to attribute the painting to “L Goddard” but the
blurb still refers to “His figures”!
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The Nightingale (S)
print, 12x16

studio photo used for The Nightingale,
from the Murphy Co. archives

©T. D. Murphy Co., Aug. 17, 1925,
attributed to L. G. Woolfenden, described as “Girl in summer dress standing under arbor in garden.”

A Rose Neath the Moon (S), also seen
as A Rose Beneath the Moon
print, 9.5x13; also used on fan #650
©American Art Works, no © found,
but listed in the company’s paintings
record book as part of their 1932 line,
described as “girl seated in moonlight.”
The original painting was 18x24.

reverse side of that photo, reading
“Woolfenden—Ptg made/24066 The
Nightingale—Goddard/used”

ENCHANTED LADIES
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The Shining Heights (S)

Silent Night—Holy Night (S)

print, 10.5x7, marked “By The Goddard Studio”

prints, 8x10 and 10x13

©Osborne Co., Dec. 28, 1925, also ©June 24, 1925, attributed to L. G. Woolfenden,
described as “Shining heights, Girl seated on rustic bench and another girl standing
behind her in woods on bank of stream which reflects light of moon rising above
mountains.”

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1928

The Silvery Path of Dreams

The 1922 Kemper-Thomas Co. calendar
line included an image, attributed to
the Arthur Studio, with this title. It was
apparently © on Jan. 1, 1921, and
seems to have been a success for the
company, as the same title was ©
again on Jan. 1 of 1923, 1925, 1928,
1929, and 1931. Perhaps, like “The
Little Gray Home in the West,” K-T kept
an image with this title in its line for
over a decade. Because the © entries
include neither a credit to the artist nor
a description of the scene, we can only
guess how many different images appeared with this title, and how many of
them were painted by Goddard. To
date, two different images with Goddard signatures have been found with
this title.

The Silvery Path of Dreams (#1, S)
calendar, 6.5x8 on 10.5x14, 1926,
marked “Painting by Goddard”
©Kemper-Thomas Co., probably on
Jan. 1, 1925
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The Silvery Path of Dreams (#2, S)

The Song of the Pines (S)

print, 8x10; calendar, 10.5x12.5 on
14.75x18.5, 1930

prints, 4.5x9 and 6x12

©Osborne Co., Sept. 17, 1924, attributed to L. G. Woolfenden, described as
“Girl wearing white dress and string of
pearls seated on tree stump beside
lake, with pine trees in background.”

©Kemper-Thomas Co., probably on Jan.
1, 1929

The Spirit of Aviation (S)
print, 7x9
©American Art Works, Dec. 4, 1928,
listed in the company’s paintings record book as part of their 1930 line. The
original painting was 24x30.

The Spirit of Solitude (S)
calendar sample, 10.5x14 on
15.5x28.75, 1927
T. D. Murphy Co., no © found

Spirit of the Lotus Pool (S)
calendar, 6x9 on 8x15.5, 1934 (also
seen on 1928 calendar); also used on
fan
©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1927
(N.B.: shown as Waterlily in Martin &
Martin, Vintage Illustration, p. 91)

ENCHANTED LADIES

The Spirit of Youth (S)

A Summer Night’s Dream (S)

print, 6.75x8.75

print, 9.75x13.25

©American Art Works, Dec. 12, 1932,
listed in the company’s paintings record
book as part of their 1934 line, described
as “on rock, hands over head.” The original painting was 24x30.

©American Art Works, Dec. 11, 1931,
listed in the company’s paintings record book as part of their 1933 line,
described as “girl with fan on balcony.”
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publisher’s blurb for A Sunset Symphony, image not yet identified,
©Gerlach-Barklow Co., Dec. 26,
1922, attributed to “L. Goddard” but
speaks of “His pictures” and “his
work”

Sweet Solitude (S)

A Sylvan Dell (S)

print, 10x13

print, 7x9

publisher unknown, title ©Dec. 28,
1925, by “Goddard (L.) Chicago”

©American Art Works, Dec. 28, 1925,
listed in the company’s paintings record book as part of their 1927 line,
described as “draped figure at pool.”
The original painting was 24x28.
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There Was Never a Rose Like You (S)
calendar, 3.75x6 on 6x13, 1928
©American Art Works, Dec. 27, 1926,
listed in the company’s paintings record
book as part of their 1928 line, described
as “girl with letter.” The original painting
was 21x25.

Twilight Reverie (S)
calendar sample, 7x10 on 11.5x21, 1928
©T. D. Murphy Co., Nov. 8, 1926, attributed to L. Goddard, described as “Grove of
birch trees with path leading to lake, and
girl standing in path with arms around
tree.“

ENCHANTED LADIES

Thy Woods and Templed Hills (U)
print, 8x4.75
publisher unknown, unsigned but attributed to Goddard in Martin & Martin, Vintage
Illustration, p. 92, which shows a fuller image and some indecipherable publisher info

ENCHANTED LADIES

The Water Nymphs (A)
print, 10.5x13.5

publisher’s blurb for The
Water Nymphs

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1931

Where the Rainbow Never Fades (S)

The Whispering Moon (S)

print, 3x6

print, 9x12

©Osborne Co., June 27, 1922, attributed to L. G. Woolfenden, described as
“Girl standing on bank of stream flowing from waterfalls in background.”

©American Art Works, Dec. 6, 1923,
listed in the company’s paintings record book as part of their 1924 line,
described as “on balcony, moonlight.”
The original painting was 24x28.
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When All the World’s in Tune (A)
print, size unknown
©Osborne Co., Dec. 27, 1927, probably also
the image ©Sept. 2, 1927, attributed to L. G.
Woolfenden, described as “Girl looking into
mirror, 3797, Young girl is sitting, looking
into mirror. She is arranging her pearls
around her neck. Full view of girl can be
seen in mirror. Girl has two pink chrysanthemums on her lap.”
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#UEN01

#UEN02

#UEN03

print, 6.25x8; also seen on 1926 calendar

print, 6.25x8

print, 8x10

Kemper-Thomas Co.

Kemper-Thomas Co.

Kemper-Thomas Co.

#UEN04

#UEN05

#UEN06

print, 10x13; also used on fan

print, 10x13

print, 10x13

Kemper-Thomas Co.

publisher unknown

Kemper-Thomas Co.

ENCHANTED LADIES: SIGNED, TITLES UNKNOWN

#UEN07

#UEN08

#UEN09

print, 10.75x13.75

print, 15.75x22

print, 9x12

publisher unknown

publisher unknown

publisher unknown

#UEN10
print, ca. 10x13
publisher unknown
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All Things at their Best (A)

The Evening of Love (S)

fan

print, 10x13

©Osborne Co., probably the image © on
Feb. 29, 1924, as “Girl seated on marble
bench; by L. G. Woolfenden. Girl seated
on bench eating ice-cream and young
man standing behind her.”

Blanchard Co., Aurora IL, no © found

A Fair Catch (S)
print, 13.5x9.5; cropped version seen on 1941 calendar
©T. D. Murphy Co., Dec. 26, 1935

title © by “Goddard (L.) Chicago” on
Dec. 26, 1923

studio photo used for A Fair Catch, from the Murphy Co. archives

COUPLES

In the Borderland Out Yonder Where the Hand of God is Seen
(A)
print, size unknown
©T. D. Murphy Co., Sept. 24, 1928, attributed to “Goddard
(L.) [pseud. of L. G. Woolfenden],” described as “Figures of
man and girl wearing knickers, shirts and boots, lounging
against rocks beside pine-bordered lake at foot of mountains.”

In the Garden of Beautiful Memories (A)
calendar, 11x8 on 13x13, 1926, marked “L. Goddard”
Blanchard Co., Aurora IL, no © found
title © by “Goddard (L.) Chicago” on Dec. 26, 1924

studio photo used for In the Borderland, from the Murphy Co.
archives
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“Out Where the West Begins” (S)
calendar sample, 12x8.5 on 16.25x13, 1928
©T. D. Murphy Co., Aug. 17, 1925, attributed to L. G. Woolfenden,
described as “Young couple seated on rock looking over lake, canoe near bank, trees in background and mountains in distance.”

Silver Threads Among the Gold (A)
print, 12x9
©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1931
(N.B.: Kemper-Thomas had published an image with this title,
attributed to James Arthur, in 1913!)
The text shown to the right is from the back of the print.

COUPLES, TITLES UNKNOWN

#UCO01 (S)
prints, 5.75x7.75 and 10x13

publisher unknown
N.B.: model and hat may be the same as
those in The Silvery Path of Dreams #2.
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“Shepherd of the Hills” (S)
prints, 8.75x7 and 12x9.5, marked “Painting by L. Goddard”

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1924

Memories of Happy Days (S)

print, 15.75x19.75
©Osborne Co., Dec. 26, 1930, probably also
the image ©May 26, 1930, attributed to L.
G. Woolfenden and described as
“Remembrance, 4032, Man sitting in a
room, smoking and dreaming; smoke forms
a vision of two men and a hunting dog. Light
from fireplace reflecting on man. Bookcase
in room.”

MOMS WITH BABIES
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Baby is Going to Bye-Lo Land (A)

Baby Mine (A)

calendar sample, 6x12 on 9.75x18, 1930

print, 4x12

©T. D. Murphy Co., Sept. 24, 1928,
attributed to “Goddard (L.) [pseud. of L.
G. Woolfenden],” described as “Mother
carrying baby in arms, mounting circular
stairs before high arched window.”

©T. D. Murphy Co., Nov. 29, 1929,
attributed to “Goddard (L.) [pseud. of L. G.
Woolfenden],” described as “Right profile
view of young mother seated, holding a
baby upright, head against breast.”

The Crowning Jewel of Motherhood (S)

“The Hours I’ve Spent With Thee, Dear
Heart, Are as a String of Pearls to
Me” (S)

prints, 8x10 and 10x13
©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1930
The text shown to the right is from the
back of the print.

calendar sample, 6x8 on 10.5x14, 1926,
marked “Painting by Goddard”
©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1925

MOMS WITH BABIES
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“I Thank Thee” (A)

A Little Bit of Heaven Dropped From
Out the Sky One Day (S)

calendar sample, 8x10 on 11.75x18,
1933, marked “Painting by Leonora Goddard”

calendar, 10x13 on 13.5x23.5, 1929,
marked “Painting by L. Goddard”

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1932

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1926

Little Mother (S)

The Love That Only Mothers Know (A)

calendar top, 9.5x12.5; calendar blank,
16x22 on 26x48.5

print, 4.25x5.25

marked ©O. H. K.

©Gerlach-Barklow Co., Dec. 27, 1932

publisher’s blurb for The Love That
Only Mothers Know

MOMS WITH BABIES
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“Mother Love” (S)

#UMB01 (S)

print, 10x13.25; calendar sample, 6x8 on
10.5x18.5, 1935

print (sepia-type, mostly in gray), 8x10;

©T. D. Murphy Co., Nov. 8, 1926,
attributed to L. Goddard and described
as “Three-quarter back view of young
mother holding baby and kissing it.”

calendar, 10x13 on 12x17.5, 1928
©Kemper-Thomas Co., title unknown

MOMS WITH KIDS
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A Bedtime Story (S)

studio photo used for A Bedtime Story,
from the Murphy Co. archives

back of that photo, with apparent erasures of “painting” and “Woolfenden”

Blue Birds of Happiness (S)

Daddy’s Coming (A)

print, 7x9

calendar sample, 7x8.5 on 11x22.5,
1924; also used on Parker Bros. Pastime jigsaw puzzle

publisher’s blurb for Daddy’s Coming,
mentioning “A. Goddard” and “his fidelity,” even though the print itself is
clearly marked “L. Goddard”!

prints, 6x8 and 8.25x11; also used on fan
©T. D. Murphy Co., Sept. 24, 1924,
attributed to “Goddard (L.) [pseud. of L.
G. Woolfenden]” and described as
“Figure of woman undressing a little
child before a lighted fireplace. Both
seated on low stools.”

marked ©O. H. K. (also seen on a 1941
calendar, 7x9 on 10.75x20.5, marked
©E. C. Weisbach, 1939, no © records
found)

©Gerlach-Barklow Co., Dec. 26, 1922,
although print is marked “© by L. Goddard”

MOMS WITH KIDS

The Golden Path of Dreams (S)

“Good Morning” (S)

calendar blank, 10x13 on 14x26,
marked “Painting by Goddard;” also
seen cropped on 1931 sample calendar

print, 10.75x13.5

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1930

©Osborne Co., Aug. 2, 1922, as “Good
morning; by L. G. Woolfenden. Little
girl with curls awakening as her mother
bending over bed kisses her.”
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Despite the typical Goddard signature on
the large print, and the copyright attribution to L. G. Woolfenden, this advertising
brochure from the British offices of the
Osborne Co. states that the piece was
“painted by Ingerle in the famous Goddard studios.”

“Hello, Daddy!” (S)

calendar sample, 5x7 on 8x12, no date;
calendar, 7x8 on 11.75x20.5, 1926,
marked “From painting by L. Goddard”
©Osborne Co., probably the image
©Sept. 27, 1923, as “Mother and child
at telephone: by L. G.. Woolfenden.
Mother in orchid negligee seated by
window overlooking garden, with little
girl on lap who is using telephone.”

Here Comes Daddy! (A)
calendar sample, 7x10 on 10.5x17,
1926; print, 12.25x16.25
©T. D. Murphy Co., Oct. 24, 1924, as
“Here comes daddy, by L. G. Woolfenden, Little child with her arms around
her mother’s neck.”

MOMS WITH KIDS
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The Little Home in the Hills (S)

The Love Enduring (S)

print, 9.5x7

print, 6.75x8.75

©Osborne Co., probably the image ©Dec. 29, 1926, attributed to L. G. Woolfenden,
as “Waiting for daddy. Mother standing with arm around little boy standing on stone
fence and little girl sitting at his feet; hollyhocks growing all around.”

©Brown & Bigelow, Mar. 1, 1924 (print
marked ©1923!)

“The Love That Never Fails” (S)
calendar samples, 8x6 on 10.75x15.5 and 11x8 on 15x20.75,
both 1927
©T. D. Murphy Co., Aug. 17, 1925, attributed to L. G. Woolfenden, described as “Young mother seated and little girl
standing, both admiring baby in cradle near open window.”

studio photo used for The Love That Never Fails, from the Murphy Co. archives; reverse has handwritten notes:
“Woolfenden—Ptg made/Painting 24078/ Woolfenden/ used
1927 line as Painting/{The Love that Never Fails)/1927 line”

MOMS WITH KIDS

Oh, What a Pal is Mother (S)

Once Upon a Time (S)

calendar sample, 9.5x7 on 14.5x11.25, 1936; cropped on 11x17 calendar, 1937

©T. D. Murphy Co., Nov. 29, 1929, attributed to “Goddard (L.) [pseud. of L. G. Woolfenden] and described as “Woman sitting on grass in daisy field beside little girl. Another child standing behind woman with left hand on her shoulder. Trees at right;
mountains and lake in background.”

“Once Upon a Time There Lived a Little
Rabbit Named Peter” (S)
prints, 6x8 and 10x13, marked
“Painting by L. Goddard”
©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1924
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print, 9.5x12.5; calendar, size unknown, Canadian, pad in French
publisher unknown

“Sleep, Baby, Sleep, Close Your Bright Eyes.” (S)
calendar top, 12x10 on 16x??, marked “Painting by L. Goddard”
©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1926
N.B.: shown on p. 88 of Martin & Martin, Vintage Illustration, as “Waiting
for Daddy, ca. 1924”

MOMS WITH KIDS
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Thrilled With the Evening Mystery as the
Golden Sun Goes Down (S)

When Daddy Comes Home (S)
print, 6.75x8

print, 12x16

publisher unknown

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1925

Whispers of Love (A)
print, 10x13
©Gerlach-Barklow Co., Dec. 26, 1922

publisher’s blurb for Whispers of Love,
referring to “A. Goddard” and “His pictures” (blurb taken from 1924 G-B Titles Leaves salesman’s booklet)

“Wynken, Blynken and Nod” (U)
calendar samples, 5.5x7 on 8.25x11
and 8.5x11 on 12x21, both 1925
©T. D. Murphy Co., Dec. 26, 1923, unattributed (but attributed to Woolfenden in Murphy Co. records, per Rick
Starets)

MOMS WITH KIDS: SIGNED, TITLES UNKOWN

#UMK01

#UMK02

#UMK03

print, ca. 10x13; also used on fan

print, 8x9.5

print, 10x13

Blanchard Co., Aurora IL

publisher unknown

Kemper-Thomas Co.; may be “All
Things Come to Him Who Saves,”
©Jan. 1, 1930

#UMK04
print, 12x8
publisher unknown
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The Call of the Camp-Fire (S)

publisher’s blurb for The Call of the
Camp-Fire “Reproduced from the Original Painting by the Goddard Studios.”

print, 9.25x7 (cropped); calendar, 10.5x7 on 15x12, 1928
©Osborne Co., Dec. 27, 1926, also ©Aug. 4, 1926, attributed to L. G. Woolfenden, as
“Call of the camp fire. At left is mother seated on log holding her two children and
watching father toasting apple over camp-fire, with tent and automobile at right.”

Contentment (A)

Days We Never Forget (S)

print, 7x9

calendar, 10.5x7 on 15x12, 1929

©American Art Works, Dec. 11, 1931, attributed to Goddard in the company’s paintings record book, where
listed as part of their 1933 line. The image may have
been re-issued as “Hearts Aglow” in their 1939 line.

©Osborne Co., Dec. 27, 1927, also ©Dec. 15, 1927, attributed to
L. G. Woolfenden, as “Days we never forget, 3815, At right a father is showing his family some fish he caught. Mother and two
children are at left. Car and tent in back of mother.”

FAMILIES
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Happiest Hour of the Day (A)
His First Dollar (S)

print, 5x7

©Osborne Co., Dec. 26, 1928, probably also the
image ©Sept. 5, 1928, attributed to L. G. Woolfenden, described as “Path that leads to home, sweet
home. Man coming down path in center of picture,
carrying little girl on his shoulder. Lady walking
next to him. Village is [in] background.”

calendar sample, 12x9 on 16x23, 1933, marked “Painting by L. W. Goddard”!!
©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1932

Home and Happiness (S)

Home is Where the Heart Is (S)

print, 13.5x9.5

print, 13.5x10

©Osborne Co., Dec. 26, 1930, also ©June 23, 1930, attributed
to L. G. Woolfenden, as “Home and happiness, 4054. Family
group in living-room; mother and father sitting in chair, watching little girl and boy playing with toys on floor; radio and fireplace at right, piano in back of group.”

©T. D. Murphy Co., Aug. 17, 1925, attributed to L. G. Woolfenden, described as “Father seated near window with baby in
lap and open book in hand, mother standing behind him, and
child playing on floor.”

FAMILIES
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Homekeeping Hearts (S)

Home-keeping Hearts Are Happiest (S)

print (cropped), 10x7

print, 13.5x10

©Osborne Co., Dec. 28, 1925, probably also the image ©Aug. 20,
1924 as “Home is where the heart is; by L. G. Woolfenden.
Mother seated in chair with baby in lap, and father seated on
arm of chair talking to little boy and girl playing on floor.”

©T. D. Murphy Co., Nov. 8, 1926, attributed to L. Goddard,
as “Home keeping hearts are happiest. [Interior showing
mother seated at one side of open fire-place and father at
other side, holding two children in his lap, with their toys on
floor at his feet.”

The Home—Kingdom of Love and
Peace (S)

How Dear to My Heart Are the Scenes of My Childhood (S)

calendars, on 10.75x16.75, 1924, and
7.75x9.75 on 11.25x15, 1928

calendar, 9x6 on 12.75x11, 1924, marked “Painting by Goddard;” print, 12x9

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1923

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1923

FAMILIES
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In the Good Old Summer Time (A)

The Joy of Life (S)

calendar, 8x6 on 10x12, 1935

print, 9.75x6.5

©Osborne Co., Dec. 30, 1932, attributed to L. G. Woolfenden

©Osborne Co., Dec. 28, 1925, probably also the image ©Aug.
5, 1925, attributed to L. G. Woolfenden, as “Trail to health
and happiness. Family picnic. [To right father frying food, his
arm around little boy; mother and little girl at left emptying
basket; lake and mountains in background].”

N.B.: shown on p. 88 of Martin & Martin, Vintage Illustration,
as “Supper Time, ca. 1932”

Just a Cottage Small by a Waterfall (A)
calendar, 7x9 on 12x16, 1930, marked “Painting by L. Goddard”
©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1928

“Just a Cottage Small by a Waterfall
That’s the Place Where Dreams Come True” (S)
calendar sample, 12x9 on 14x20, 1932, marked “Painting by L.
Goddard”
©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1931, using just the first line of
the title

FAMILIES
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Just a Song at Twilight (#1) (S)

Just a Song at Twilight (#2) (S)

print, 8.75x6.5

print, 8x6; also used on Jiggity Jag puzzle

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1924

©T. D. Murphy Co., Nov. 8, 1930, attributed to “Goddard (L.)
[pseud. of L. G. Woolfenden]” and described as “Living room of
house. Man seated holding child; woman playing piano.”

Let the Home Come First (A)

“Let’s Come Back Again” (S)

print, 13.5x9.25 (apparently cropped, larger version reported
with signature)

print, 10.5x7, marked “By the Goddard Studio”

©T. D. Murphy Co., Oct. 22, 1932, attributed to “Goddard (L.)
[pseud. of L. G. Woolfenden]”

©Osborne Co., Dec. 26, 1929, probably also the image ©Aug.
30, 1929, attributed to L. G. Woolfenden and described as
“Picnic picture, 3994. At left a woman is sitting on large rock,
holding little boy on her lap; little girl is sitting on ground, and
man is standing back of woman. Bonfire in front of group. Lake
in right background.”

FAMILIES: THE LITTLE GRAY HOME IN THE WEST
The Kemper-Thomas Co. appears to
have issued a calendar with the title
“The Little Gray Home in the West” every year for at least two decades. The
earliest ones were published with attributions to James Arthur, but in a blurb
that accompanied the 1931 version, the
company indicated that “Ever since the
original ‘Little Gray Home in the West’
was originated by the renowned Leonora Goddard, with the happy bride and
groom and their ‘love nest’ several years
ago, we have presented a new follow-up
year after year.” Unfortunately, the ©
records do not specify the artist, and do
not provide descriptions of the images.
We suspect that images signed by Goddard appeared on these calendars from
1924 through 1937 (after which R. F.
Ingerle supplied at least one additional
image, shown in the Appendix below,
for the series).

1925 calendar??
1924 calendar??
©Jan. 1, 1923

©Jan. 1, 1924
We suspect that this signed image
(from a 10x13.25 print) was one of the
earliest, as there are only two kids and
a baby (the family seems to have
grown over the years!).

1926 calendar??

1927 calendar??

1928 calendar (S)

©Jan. 1, 1925

©Jan. 1, 1926

10x13 on 12x17.25

We suspect this signed image (from a
10.5x12.5 print) may have been issued
in 1926; the baby has become a toddler, and the dog that appears annually
through the 1931 calendar has joined
the family.

In this signed image (from a 10.5x13
print) the three children appear to be a
bit older.

©Jan. 1, 1927
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FAMILIES: THE LITTLE GRAY HOME IN THE WEST

1929 calendar (S)

1930 calendar (S)

1931 calendar (S)

10x13(?) on 12.25x17.35

sample, 8x10 on 10.25x13.75, marked
“Painting by L. Goddard”; also used on
thermometer

sample, 10x13 on 14x26, marked
“Painting by Goddard”

©Jan. 1, 1928

publisher’s blurb for the 1931 calendar
N.B: these calendars could be ordered
with altered titles, such as “The Little
Gray Home in West Virginia,” for businesses in that state.

©Jan. 1, 1929

©Jan. 1, 1930 as “Sunday afternoon in
the little gray home in the West”

1932 calendar??

1933 calendar (S)

©Jan. 1, 1931

sample, 7.5x9.5 on 9x15.5, marked
“Painting by Leanora Goddard”

We suspect that this signed image
(from an 8x10 print) may have been
issued in 1932; the lads seem smaller
than the ones in the 1933 calendar, but
are wearing similar overalls.

©Jan. 1, 1932

FAMILIES: THE LITTLE GRAY HOME IN THE WEST

1934 calendar??

1935 calendar (S)

calendar, 10x13 on 12x17.5, no pad (S)

calendar, 10x13 on 12x21.5, marked
“Painting by L. Goddard”

©Jan. 1, 1933
We suspect that this signed image may
have been issued in 1934.

1937 calendar, subtitled “(The Wedding)” (A)
date per Rick Starets, marked “Painting
by L. Goddard”
©Jan. 1, 1936

©Dec. 26, 1933

1936 calendar, subtitled “(The Betrothal)” (S)
calendar, 8x10 on 11.75x21. marked
“Painting by L. Goddard”
©Jan. 2, 1935
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On the Happy Trail (S)
print, 10.5x7

The original painting for On the Happy Trail, indicating that
the automobile and dad were added by the publisher!

©Osborne Co., Dec. 26, 1923, probably also the image ©Aug. 2,
1922 as “Out for a picnic; by L. G. Woolfenden. Mother and
three children sitting on log in field at edge of stream while father closes automobile.”

Once There Was a Fairy Prince (S)
print, 14x10.5
©T. D. Murphy Co., Oct. 5, 1927, attributed to L. G. Woolfenden and described as
“Woman at left with child in lap, at right man with child on knee, child seated on
floor between them.”

FAMILIES

Playmates From Shadowland (S)
print, 13.5x9.5
©T. D. Murphy Co., Oct. 28, 1931, attributed to “Woolfenden
(L. Goddard)” and described as “Two children sitting on floor,
watching man making shadows on the wall with his hands;
woman seated on arm of chair.”

studio photo used for Playmates From Shadowland, from the
Murphy Co. archives; markings on back indicate that the photograph was taken by Joel Feder

The Spirit of America (A)
print, 12x8
©American Art Works, Dec. 5, 1929, attributed to Goddard in the company’s
paintings record book, where listed as part of their 1931 line and described as
“aviation.” The original painting was 29x21. We suspect that the airplanes were added by the publisher.
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There’s No Place Like Home (S)

What More Can the Heart Desire? (S)

print, 12x8; also used on fan

prints, 7x5 and 13.5x9.5; calendar, ca. 10x7 on 12x15, 1931

©American Art Works, Dec. 5, 1929, attributed to Goddard in
the company’s paintings record book, described as “family
group,” and listed as part of their 1932 line. The original painting
was 26x22.

©Osborne Co., Aug. 4, 1928, attributed to L. G..Woolfenden
and described as “Camping scene; man toasting marshmallows by campfire; mother sitting on a log; two children
watching fire; car and tent at left; lake in background.”

Where Love Abides (S)

studio photo used for Where Love Abides, from the Murphy
Co. archives; markings on back indicate that the photograph
was taken by Joel Feder

calendar sample, 8x6 on 11x15.75, 1931; also used on Cut Jig
jigsaw puzzle
©T. D. Murphy Co., Nov. 29, 1929, attributed to “Goddard
(L.) [pseud. of L. G. Woolfenden]” and described as “A home
scene; man, woman, and two children in front of fireplace.
Man seated in chair with arms around shoulders of woman
sitting on low stool, children playing on floor before them.”

FAMILIES: TITLES UNKNOWN

#UFA01 (S)

#UFA02 (S)

print, 9x12

prints, 8x6.5 and 12x9.75

publisher unknown

Kemper-Thomas Co.

#UFA03 (A)
print, 9x12; also used on thermometer
publisher unknown; attributed to Goddard on p. 84 of Martin & Martin, Vintage Illustration, where listed as “Untitled, ca. 1932”
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The Cheerleader (A)
calendar blank, 6.5x8 on 11.75x20.25,
marked “By The Goddard Studio”
©Osborne Co., Dec. 26, 1930, also Dec.
19, 1930, attributed to L. G. Woolfenden as “Cheer leader, 4098. Young child
holding both of his hands up in the air,
cheering. He is wearing a red sweater
trimmed with blue, brown trousers. Outline of football field in background.”

Happy Land of Childhood (S)
God’s Loving Care Watches Over Us All (S)

calendar, 6.5x8 on 9.5x13.5, 1934

calendar sample, 10.25x14 on 15x21,
1933

©Osborne Co., Sept. 17, 1932, attributed to L. G. Woolfenden

©T. D. Murphy Co., Oct. 28, 1931,
attributed to “Woolfenden (L. Goddard)”
and described as “Two children standing,
watching two birds in their nest on the
bough of a tree.”

#UKI01 (S)

#UKI02 (S)

calendar, 10x13 on 12x17.5, 1930

calendar top, 15x18+

Kemper-Thomas Co.

publisher unknown

UNPUBLISHED PAINTINGS

oil, 23.5x19.5, purchased by the T. D. Murphy Co., but not
used
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studio photo from the Murphy Co. archives; apparently after
the photo was approved, Goddard decided to use a slightly
different pose from the same photo shoot for the final
painting

back of that studio photo, indicating that the
painting was never used, and was sold to Ed
Hecker (an employee of the company) on May
22, 1941

oil, 18x24, purchased by the T. D. Murphy Co., but not
used

Murphy Co. sticker for
the painting at left; every
painting they purchased
received a unique number.

LIKELY MISATTRIBUTIONS & MYSTERIES
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signature on God’s Country

sample Hadland signature

©Blanchard Co., Aurora IL, marked
“Painting by L. Goddard,” but there is a
signature in the lower right corner that
is clearly not Goddard’s

This appears to match known signatures of an artist named Hadland
(sometimes listed as Harry Hadland,
sometimes as George Hadland).

Hadland is reported to have produced
landscapes for calendar companies for
more than 30 years, including four for
the Colson Co. as late as 1949.

“There the Mountains Beckon, There
the Deer Run Free, There the Rivers
Sing the Song of God’s Divinity”

It seems likely the reason K-T may not
have © this image is that it is actually a
well-known painting done in 1899 by
British artist Joseph Farquharson,
called “The Winding Dee”!

See “Moonbeams and Moon Dreams”
under Enchanted Ladies above, for
another mystery print that might be
misattributed.

God’s Country
cropped calendar top, 7x9

calendar, 1923, marked “Painting by L.
Goddard”
Kemper-Thomas Co., no copyright
found
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Copyrights and Painting Records
Goddard works were published by relatively few companies, and of those only the T. D. Murphy
Co. and the Osborne Co. typically copyrighted images that they credited to Goddard. All the Murphy Co.
Goddard copyrights we have found have been matched to images shown above, but the Osborne
copyrights are more difficult. During the relevant years (1922 through 1932), Osborne typically
copyrighted their images twice. During the year, they registered copyrights crediting the artist and
describing the image, but those entries typically do not include the final, published title. At the end of
the year, they copyrighted the titles, but those entries do not include either the artist or an image
description. To match them, one must have a printed example showing the title, and then find an image
description (usually published earlier the same year) that fits the print. The following list, organized by
date, includes the images Osborne credited to Goddard that have not yet been matched to titles shown
above. In some cases, the image may never actually have been published, but we suspect that there are
many published Osborne images that are by Goddard that have not yet been found and identified. Note
that the unidentified Indian maiden images are detailed in that section, above. The attributions are
shown as LG (L. Goddard), LGW (L. G. Woolfenden), or MLGW (Mrs. L. G. Woolfenden).

1922:
Baby’s skies are mother’s eyes, Young mother playing with baby lying on bed, MLGW, Apr. 28
Bathing girl, Girl in bathing suit and socks sitting on beach under Japanese parasol with hair hanging over
shoulder, LGW, Aug. 2, Dec. 27
Crystal gazer, Girl in summer dress and scarf seated holding crystal in which she sees herself with baby
in arms, LGW, Aug. 2, Dec. 27
Mother and child, Mother holding sleeping child in lap, LGW, June 27
Voice you love to hear, Girl in evening dress standing at open casement window overlooking lake,
‘phoning, LGW, Aug. 2, Dec. 27

1923:
probably a monthly series with children, all LGW, Mar. 15:
Cow, Little girl standing on tree-stump near fence on opposite side of which is head of cow
Good play, Two little girls and boy playing with bedroom chairs which they have arranged to represent
ship
Hay-loft, Two little girls and little boy sitting on hay in loft
Lamplighter, Little girl leaning against chair near window, watching man lighting street lamp
Marching song, Four children with horn, comb, drum, and flag marching down garden path
My shadow, Little girl with doll in arms looking back at her shadow on garden wall
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Rain, Three children under umbrella seated on stone bench in corner of garden
Singing organ man, Little girl[s?] seated and standing at window, watching man playing hand-organ
Swing, Little girl with bare feet swinging in garden near stone wall
Thought, Two little children with hands folded and heads bowed, saying grace at table near window
When I was down beside the sea, Little girl with curls, pail and shovel playing on beach
Wind, Little girl on hilltop holding her hair while birds fly above her head
others:
Girl, yellow roses, Girl facing left with wavy hair, pearls around neck holding bunch of roses in arms,
LGW, June 16
Mother and baby. Left profile of mother holding sleeping baby to her breast, LGW, June 16

1924:
Carry me back to old Virginia, Girl leaning against stone fence in foreground and large house,
surrounded by trees in background, LGW, Apr. 3
Girl-moonlight, Girl with spray of roses in left hand, standing by edge of river, LGW, July 14
Girl seated on stone wall, Girl with book in hands seated on veranda leaning against ivy covered pillar,
looking over lake at moon above mountains, LGW, Oct. 3
Reveries, Girl seated on right bank of stream with open book in hand, looking in distance, LG, Feb. 5
This side of paradise, Left profile of mother standing on balcony holding baby in her arms, LGW, June 18
When daddy has a holiday, Mother and two children looking at ducks in lakes, and father with lunch
basket coming from automobile in background, LGW, Dec. 26

1925:
Colored mother and baby, Mother seated in wicker chair on porch holding her baby, hollyhocks in
background, LGW, Dec. 30
Girl blowing bubbles, Little girl seated on grass holding bowl of bubbles in lap and pipe in hand, LGW,
Apr. 7
Girl on rustic bridge, Young girl standing on rustic bridge across stream with right hand on rail and left
hand holding rose, LGW, June 24
Happy Isle, Young girl draped in chiffon seated on rock along bank of lake with snow-covered mountains
in background, LGW, June 24
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Home, sweet home, Colored man seated in wicker chair in front of fireplace, his wife standing behind
him and two children seated on floor at his feet, LGW, Jan. 23
Now I lay me, Mother seated on balcony with little girl praying at her knees, mountains in background,
LGW, Jan. 23

1926:
Dancing figure in forest, Girl holding scarf in air and dancing between large trees, with waterfall in
background flowing into pool in center, LGW, Dec. 29
Fairy tales, Mother seated in chair reading fairy stories to little girl sitting in her lap, LGW, Mar. 17
Girl holding roses, sitting on bench, Girl seated on rustic bench holding bunch of roses in lap, mountain
in background, and moonlight reflected on lake, LGW, Dec. 29
Girl in canoe, Young girl seated in canoe dreaming, branch of tree over her head, wooded shore in
background, LG, Mar. 17
Girl in white standing on steps, Girl on steps leaning against arched opening to balcony, large trees and
stream in front of balcony, and mountains in distance, LGW, June 5
Honeymoon, Young girl playing piano while young man is kissing her, large vase of flowers on piano, and
view of lake from balcony, LG, Mar. 17
Sea shell, Draped girl seated on rock by seashore holding seashell to her ear, two large palm trees at
right, sun rising in background, LGW, Mar. 17
Spanish girl, Young girl with Spanish shawl draped over her body sitting near arched window, castle on
mountain in background, and moonlight reflected on lake below, LGW, Dec. 29
Two girls, palms, moonlight, Two girls sitting on stone bench at left, moss-covered tree back of them,
large moon reflected in lake in background, LGW, June 5

1927:
Draped figure seated on rock, blue background, 3783, At right, young girl is sitting on a large rock
looking into water at left; large rocks in background and toward right, LGW, June 16
Figure of girl seated; blue lake and mountains in background, Goddard Studio, July 15
Mother and two children—Home, sweet home, Mother sitting in wicker chair, holding little girl on her
lap. Little boy is kneeling in front of mother. Vase of flowers on table at right, LGW, Oct. 14
Mother holding baby, Mother holding baby in her arms with her cheek resting on baby’s head, LGW,
Apr. 21
Oriental girl reclining in boat, 3814, Large bunch of flowers on each end of boat. Large orange moon
reflecting in water. Mountains can be seen in background, LGW, Sept. 24
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1928:
Early September morn, 3922, Nude little girl standing in water. She has blonde curls and brown eyes.
Gray mountains and yellow sky reflecting in water, LGW, Sept. 22
Group of three orientals, Three draped figures reclining on floor of veranda, one girl holding water-lily in
her hand. Large stone pillars on both sides of picture. Sailboat on lake in background. Moon reflecting in
lake, LGW, Sept. 5
Pastel figure holding roses. Girl sitting on stone bench in a garden at right of picture, holding two roses
in her hands. Lake and shrubbery at left and in background, LGW, Sept. 5

1929:
Girl’s head, blonde hair, 3992, Head of girl wearing a red hat, black fur around her neck. She has large
eyes. Black background, LGW, Aug. 30
Hymn to the sun, 3967, Girl, tulle draped over her body is standing on a small terrace playing a pipe.
Small post in front of her, stone wall at left, poplar trees growing back of wall. Mountains and lake in
background, LGW, July 25
Little Boy Blue, A little boy is sitting on a bank, blowing a horn; he is leaning against a large tree. A few
sheep are on the grass in background. Water is at right of picture, LGW, Dec. 26
Looking for the fairies, 3984, Little girl with blonde curls sitting on a rock looking into a pool. Waterlilies
and reflection of moon in pool. Large tree and shrubs growing in background, LGW, July 25
Mother and baby, 3983, Mother holding baby in her arms. Large tree in background, flowers on either
side, LGW, July 25
Mother and child at piano, 3998, Mother and little girl sitting on bench, playing piano. Doll and book on
the floor. Glow from fire reflecting on piano. Moon and shrubs can be seen through window in
background, LGW, Aug. 30
Now you tell one, 3989, nude baby sitting on a table; laughing heartily, LGW, July 25
Source, 3965, Girl with tulle draped over her body sitting on some rocks pouring water out of a vase,
forming a small waterfall over rocks. Trees in background, LGW, July 25
Two girls in garden, One girl is sitting on a bench, leaning against the other girl’s shoulder. Large tree in
back of girls. Small pool in background. Flowers growing all around, LGW, Dec. 26

1930:
Artist model, 4099, Draped figure seated at right, feet resting [on] a large white bear rug, left hand
resting on her head. Garden with large trees in background; pool in front of garden, LGW, Dec. 19
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Camping picture, 4074, Young girl and man sitting in front of a camp-fire, girl holding stick in fire; large
tree in back of couple; automobile parked in right background, LGW, July 11
Dear daddy, 4070, Little child sitting in front of desk, writing a letter. She has big brown eyes, her tongue
is hanging out, LGW, Dec. 19
Draped figure kneeling, 4073, Draped figure kneeling on low stone wall on a cliff; snake bracelet wound
around her arm; large tree in back of wall, branches spreading across painting, LGW, July 11
Girl with harp, Draped figure standing on high cliff, playing a harp. She is looking up at the sky. Lake is
below cliff at left; small mountain in background, LGW, June 4

1931:
Baby with ball, 4116, Smiling head and shoulders of baby holding a large ball in her hands, strap bending
over left shoulder; she has brown eyes, LGW, Apr. 24
Girl on balcony, 4194, Young girl wearing evening gown, long string [of] pearls around her neck, sitting
on a low stone balcony. Large stone pillar covered with ivy in back of her. Water in background, LGW,
July 29
Greek mother and baby, 4017, Draped figure lying on ground, holding a baby up in the air. Large tree at
left; flowers in foreground; very blue water in background, few stone buildings near water, LGW, Jan. 24
Picnic picture, 4117, Night scene. Family sitting at right, father holding girl and boy on his lap; lunch
basket on ground; car, campfire and fishing rod at left. Lake in background, LGW, June 12

1932:
Mother and baby, LGW, Jan. 23
What are you gonna do about it?, LGW, Oct. 8

Images copyrighted in 1909 by the Frederickson Co. of Chicago, attributed to “L. Goddard
Wolfenden” [sic, one o] are listed above, in the Early Works section. From 1923 to 1925, some images
were copyrighted by the artist, rather than a publisher, as “L. Goddard, Chicago.” Each may eventually
have been produced by one of the calendar companies (e.g., see Dreamland Cove, The Evening of Love,
In the Garden of Beautiful Memories, In the Land of Laughing Water, Sweet Solitude, and When the
Great Spirit Calls). The titles not yet matched to images are listed here:

1923:
Let the rest of the world go by
Queen o’ hearts
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Springtime of life

1924:
Like no other love
Lucky dog

Aside from copyrights, information can sometimes be obtained from the calendar company
paintings records. We have been able to examine the painting records book of the American Art Works,
which is now held in the library of Washington University in St. Louis. Those records are handwritten
and often difficult to decipher, but offer some information about Goddard works beyond those detailed
above. The entries usually specify the artist and title, followed by a brief description, the year used, a
painting accession number, the medium (usually CP, referring to a colorized photo), width and height,
and sometimes the eventual disposition of the artwork.
In most cases, the works are attributed to Goddard, but there are exceptions. One painting,
accession 2157, that was reportedly used in the company’s 1931 line and titled “Moonlight and Roses,”
was attributed to “Goddard/Beck” (spelling of the second name is uncertain); it was a CP, 20x24, that
was reportedly destroyed after use (although many AAW paintings listed as destroyed have actually
survived; it seems that the employees assigned the task of destroying these originals sometimes decided
to take them home instead).
In a few cases, the company received only 8x10 negatives of the photographs; most of them are
listed as “not used” even though they were assigned accession numbers. One, however, accession
1957, was apparently used, in some fashion, in the 1930 line as “Yes, Indeed!” It was described as “girl
at telephone.” Two similar entries are attributed to Woolfenden: “Baby O’Mine, on bed” and “’Hello,’
girl with phone,” both in the 1929 line, accessions 2028 and 2030, respectively, each 8x10 and listed
both as a CP and a negative.
One other piece, accession 2061, was attributed to Woolfenden; it was apparently used in both
the 1929 and 1930 lines, possibly with different titles (Day Dreams, and A Night in June, respectively),
described as “¾ figure, moonlight” and based on a 24x28 CP that was reportedly destroyed.
The 1931 line apparently included “Out of the West,” attributed to Goddard, described just as
“western girl” (accession 2149, an 18x22 CP, listed as destroyed).
One of the latest accessions, 2301, was apparently used in the 1938 line as “Love’s Threshold”
and re-used in the wartime 1944 line as “When Daddy Comes Marching Home;” there is no description,
but it was based on a 24x30 CP that was reportedly sold.

CALENDAR ART BY R. F. INGERLE
Rudolph F. Ingerle was born in Vienna, Austria, on
Apr. 14, 1879. In 1890, his family immigrated to the
U.S; after a brief stay in Burlington, WI, they settled
in Chicago. Per the 1900 census, the family, residing
on Princeton Ave., consisted of: father Joseph, 48, a
shoemaker; mother Fannie, 48, a homemaker; Rudolph, 21, listed as an artist; and his sister Josephine, 13, a student. Rudolph became a U.S. citizen
in 1895. His early art training began at J. Francis
Smith’s Art Academy, and was completed at the Art
Institute of Chicago. On Jan. 14, 1904, he married
Marie Angela Vasut; she was an Illinois native, but
her parents were also originally from Austria. They
soon had a son, Norman, and the 1910 census
showed Rudolph, 31, Marie, also 31, and Norman, 5,
living at 3212 Wrightwood Ave., with Rudolph listed
as an “artist-commercial.”
By the time of the 1920 census, he was listed as an
artist in the “landscape industry,” and he is best
known today as a fine artist specializing in landscape
paintings. In the catalog of a retrospective exhibition
held at the Aaron Galleries of Chicago in 2000, his
career path was summarized thusly:
“Early in his career, from 1907 to 1912, Ingerle frequented Indiana’s Brown County region, working out-of-doors (“plein-air”) with such noted Chicago artists as Adam Emory Albright, Lucie Hartrath and Charles Dahlgreen. In his ongoing pursuit of less trampled grounds, Ingerle traveled
further South to the hills of the Ozarks, where, together with Oscar Berninghaus, Carl Waldeck,
Frank Nuderscher and Karl Krafft, he founded the Society of Ozark Painters. The group began
exhibiting in the mid-teens, primarily in Chicago and St. Louis, and quickly gained widespread
recognition in the major museums and art communities of the Midwest.”

“After 1925, Ingerle transferred his allegiance to
the Smoky Mountains, making numerous pilgrimages to North Carolina and Tennessee until his
death in 1950. Ingerle’s love for the mountains
led him to play a pivotal role in persuading the
United States Government to set aside the
Smokies as a national park.”
“Though a permanent resident of Chicago, and
later Highland Park, Illinois, Ingerle’s only known
paintings of Chicago were his series of panels of
the 1933 Chicago Century of Progress Exposition … commissioned by the Westinghouse Corporation.”
But Ingerle also had a career as an illustrator,
and we have attempted to gather all the known
examples of his calendar art on the pages below.
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INGERLE: INDIAN MAIDENS
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The Beacon Light (A)
calendar sample 23324, 6x13 on 9x22,
1923
©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1922
Marked “From painting by Rudolph
Ingerle” but see also this title under
Goddard Indian Maidens, above!

publisher’s blurb for Minneota

Minneota has often been assumed to be
by R. Atkinson Fox, as the maiden is
identical to the one in the Fox print
shown at right. Assuming that the publisher’s attribution of Minneota to
Ingerle and that the Fox signature on In
Moonlight Blue are both correct, we can
only conclude that both artists based
their paintings on the same photograph.
Minneota (A)
print (cropped), 5.5x7.5; calendar, ca
12x16.5, with 1925 pad
John Baumgarth Co., Chicago, no ©
found

Marginalia: In Moonlight Blue, by R.
Atkinson Fox, also published by the
John Baumgarth Co.

INGERLE: INDIAN MAIDENS
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Nacoochee (A)

Nawadaha (Sweet Singer) (A)

calendar top, 25612, 16x21

calendar, size unknown, 1928, marked “From Painting by Ingerle”

©Brown & Bigelow, Jan. 1, 1925, as
“Nacoochee, Sweet Singer”

©Brown & Bigelow, Mar. 1, 1924, credited to Ingerle

marked “From painting by Ingerle”
marked ©1924

N.B.: Attributed to Goddard in Martin & Martin, Vintage Illustration,
p. 197.

Pocahontas (A)

Princess Fawn (A)

calendar top, 24662, 12x16

calendar sample 27562, 12x16 on
16x33.75

Brown & Bigelow, marked ©1923, no
© record found
marked “From painting by Ingerle”

©Brown & Bigelow, Jan. 15, 1927
marked “From painting by Ingerle”
marked ©1926

INGERLE: INDIAN MAIDENS
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Ramona (A)
calendar top, 6x8

John Baumgarth Co., Chicago, no ©
found, marked “Painting by R. F. Ingerle”
N.B.: In Martin & Martin, Vintage Illustration, p. 193, this image is attributed to
Dupre, one of the pseudonyms of R. A.
Fox. Ron Grassmann has pointed out
that the maiden is basically a mirror image of the one in “The Land of The Sky
Blue Waters,” a Dupre piece shown on p.
191 of Martin & Martin. We suspect that
both paintings stem from the same photograph (in one case reversed), and that
the original photograph was taken by
Beatrice Tonnesen. The headband appears to be the same as one used in a
known Tonnesen photo that was the basis for “Wabano (The Dawn Woman),” by
Homer Nelson (p. 198 in Martin & Martin).

Training the Child that He May Go
Straight as the Arrow From His Bow (A)
calendar top, 10x13, marked “Painting
by Rudolph Ingerle;” calendar, 15x18
with 1924 pad stapled onto print
©Kemper-Thomas Co., Cincinnati, Jan.
1, 1922
N.B.: Attributed to Goddard on p. 197
of Martin & Martin.

Yellow Bird (A)
calendar top 23628, 8.5x11
©Brown & Bigelow, Feb. 1, 1923
marked “From painting by Ingerle” and
“©1922”
N.B.: Attributed to Homer Nelson on p.
200 of Martin & Martin.

INGERLE: EXOTIC LADIES: GYPSIES; TROPICAL SETTINGS

My Gypsy Queen (A)

Hawaiian Melodies (S)

calendar sample 23334, 8x10 on
12.5x22.5, 1923

print, 12x16; on 4.75x10 card calendar

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1922

©Brown & Bigelow, Feb. 1, 1923

Marked “From painting by Rudolph
Ingerle”

signed R. F. Ingerle

The Isle of Dreams (A)

Isle of Golden Dreams (A) (title uncertain)

on 4.75x10 card calendar
©Brown & Bigelow, Mar. 1, 1924,
“from painting by Ingerle”

print, 17x22
title ©Brown & Bigelow, Jan. 1, 1922
marked “Original oil painting by R. F.
Ingerle” and “Posed by Edith Roberts,
Universal star”
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INGERLE: EXOTIC LADIES: EASTERN COSTUMES

The Lady of the Nile (A)
calendar sample 24677, 15x11 on 21x30.25, 1925; cropped on calendar, 7.25x9 on 10x16;
print, 22x14
©Brown & Bigelow, Mar. 1, 1924 “from painting by Ingerle”
marked “From painting by Ingerle”

A Princess of Egypt (A)
calendar sample 25551, 12x9.25 on 16x24, 1927; calendar 25535, 10x8 on 13x19.5,
1926; cropped on card calendar top; also used on large, horizontal blotter ASM391761, where marked ©1926
©Brown & Bigelow, Jan. 1, 1925
marked “From painting by Ingerle”

INGERLE: ENCHANTED LADIES

Dolores (A)
print, 3.5x5.25

advertising on back of card Dolores is
mounted on

John Baumgarth Co, Chicago, no ©
found

Memories (A)
calendar, 5.5x8 on 8x15, 1924; also
seen as ca. 20x27 on 1920 calendar
Brown & Bigelow, probably the image
© under this title on Dec. 20, 1918
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The Joy of Youth (A)
print, 8x9
Red Wing Advertising Co., no © found,
attributed to “Engerle” in company
paintings book

The Message (A)
calendar sample, 5.75x8 on 10x16.5,
1923
publisher unknown

blurb for The Message

INGERLE: ENCHANTED LADIES
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Columbia (A)
calendar, 7.25x9 on 11x14, no pad

John Baumgarth Co., marked “Painting
by R. F. Ingerle”

Peace hath her Victories no less renowned than War (A)
dealer advertisement for 1920 calendar,
8x10

reverse side of advertisement, offering
1920 calendars to dealers of James
Davis Wallpapers

publisher unknown

Wistful Hour (A)

Ready for the Chase (A)
print, 10.5x15.75

Stepping Stones (A)

Red Wing Advertising Co., attributed to
Ingerle in company painting book; original oil was 16.25x22.25 and was
offered for $300.

print, 3x9
Red Wing Advertising Co., attributed to
“Engerle” in company painting book;
original oil was 16x28 and was offered
for $100.

card calendar top; print, 8x10; also
used on fan #WH340
©Brown & Bigelow, March 1, 1924,
“from painting by Ingerle”

INGERLE: COUPLES & GENTS

Moonlight (S)
one page of six sheet calendar, 7.5x6.5 on 8.5x16.25
Westinghouse, 1936
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Sheltering Pines (A)
calendar top, 6x8 on 9.75x11++; print,
10x14
publisher unknown, attributed to
Ingerle in blurb under print on calendar
top

Allah’s Prayer (S)

Light of the Harvest Moon (S)

print, 9x6

one page of six sheet calendar, 7.5x6.5 on 8.5x16.25

Red Wing Advertising Co.; original painting was 29.5x19.5 and
was offered for $200

Westinghouse, 1936 (N.B.: the other sheets of this calendar
feature images by Edward T. Grigware)

INGERLE: MOMS WITH BABIES, KIDS
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Love’s Gift Divine (A)

ad for calendars:

Love’s Golden Treasure (A)

calendar, 6x8 on 9.5x16.5, 1923

“Love’s Gift Divine”: is reproduced in
full colors from the famous painting by
R. F. Ingerle.

print, 6x8

Sweetest Hour of All the Day (A)

Watching the Fairies in the Firelight (A)

calendar sample, 12x15.25 on 16x33,
1937, marked “By R. Ingerle”

cropped from calendar, 6x9 on 7x??,
marked “Painting by Rudolph Ingerle”

©Osborne Co., Jan. 2, 1936

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1922

John Baumgarth Co.,, seen marked
“Painting by R. F. Ingerle”

extract from calendar offer from the
Richards-Wilcox Manufacturing Co.,
Aurora, IL, so probably printed by the
Blanchard Co. of Aurora

INGERLE: MOMS, FAMILIES
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Baby Brother (A)

First Lessons in Thrift (S “Rudolph”!)

print, 8x9

print, 10x13

Red Wing Advertising Co.; the original
painting was 18.75x22.5 and was offered
for $200.

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1927

The Little Gray Home in the West, 1938
(S)
calendar sample, 8x10 on 10.25x18,
marked “Painting by R. Ingerle”
©Kemper-Thomas Co., Dec. 26, 1936

blurb from back of calendar sample

Sunbeams (S)
print, 7x10

N.B.: Kemper-Thomas © additional
Little Gray Home in the West images,
attributed to Ingerle, on Jan. 1, 1938,
and Jan. 3, 1939; examples have not
yet been found.

publisher unknown

INGERLE: KIDS
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The Champion (A)
calendar, 6.75x8 on 11.5x20.5, 1930,
marked “By R. F. Ingerle”
©Osborne Co., Dec. 21, 1928 as “Ingerle
(R. F.) Painting: Champion. 3927, Smiling
young child standing in prize ring, holding on to ropes; he is wearing red trunks
with blue belt and large boxing gloves.”

Grandma’s Favorite (S)
calendar, 6.75x9.5 on 10.25x16.75,
1931
John Baumgarth Co., Chicago

publisher’s blurb for The Champion

INGERLE: KIDS

My Cat (A)

publisher’s blurb for My Cat
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Playmate Guardian (A)
calendar, 7x9.25 on 8.5x14.5, 1923,
marked “Painting by R. F. Ingerle”

calendar sample, 7x10.5 on 9.5x19, 1921
marked ©G. H. K.

John Baumgarth Co., Chicago

A Preferred Customer (A)

Profits of the Day (A)

Secrets (A)

calendar, ca. 8x9.5 on 11.5x15.5, 1920,
marked “Painting by R. F. Ingerle”

calendar, 5x8 on 7.5x14, no pad,
marked “Painting by Ingerle”; calendar,
5.5x7.75 on 8x14, 1919; calendar top,
5x7 on 7x9+, titled “Lucky Dog”,
marked “Painting by R. F. Ingerle”

calendar top, 6x10, marked “Painting
by R. F. Ingerle”

John Baumgarth Co., Chicago

John Baumgarth Co., Chicago

John Baumgarth Co., Chicago

INGERLE: ANIMALS; MAGAZINE ADS
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“The Gang’s All Here” (A)
print, 25x16.75, marked “From Painting by R. Ingerle”
©Osborne Co., Dec. 27, 1926, probably also the image ©Mar. 17, 1926, attributed to
Rudolph F. Ingerle, described as “Painting: Family of dogs. English setters, the mother
dog and six little pups looking over trunk of tree which is lying on ground.”

Hamilton Beach ad #1 (S)

Hamilton Beach ad #2 (S)

1920 magazines

1920 magazines

INGERLE: SCENES

Agleam With Splendor of Jade and Purple and Gold (A)

Electrical Buildings, Chicago Century of
Progress Exposition (S)

calendar sample, 10x13 on 14x26, no
pad, marked ”Painting by Rudolph”

Westinghouse calendar, 1935
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“In Smoky Mountain” (S)
calendar, 12x13 on 13x19.5, 1943

©1940, International Harvester Co.

©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1930

Morning in the Smokies (S)
print, 8x7.5; also known as bookplate from a 1930 art folio
produced by the George W. Saam Co.

“Night, Sweet Night, Serenely Wears a
Smile of Peace”...Longfellow (S)
calendar sample, 12x15 on 15.5x30,
1931, marked “Painting by Rudolph
Ingerle”
©Kemper-Thomas Co., Jan. 1, 1931
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INDEX/PRICE GUIDE
The prices shown with the titles are for calendars and prints; estimates for other items are provided at
the end. Image sizes are: small = 7x9 or smaller; medium = 8x10 to 12x16; large = >12x16; add 20% for
complete calendars.
Afloat on the River (p. 19): small $35; medium $45; large $55
Agleam With Splendor … (p. 113): $15
All Things at their Best (p. 64): $25
Allah’s Prayer (p. 107): $15
Aloha (p. 37): $35
Along the Nile… (p. 39): $30
An American Princess (p. 19): $30
Amethyst (p. 14): $20
Among the Lofty Crags… (p. 19): medium $35; large $50
Arcadia (p. 49): $35
Ariadne (p. 45): $25
Arrow-maker’s Daughter: see In the Temple of Manito
Artistic Simplicity (p. 19): $40
As Others See Her (p. 49): $30
“Ave Maria.” (p. 49): small $30; medium $40
The Awakening (p. 49): $35
Baby Brother (p. 109): $20
Baby is Going to Bye-Lo Land (p. 69): $35
Baby Mine (p. 69): $20
The Beacon Light (Goddard, p. 20): $35
The Beacon Light (Ingerle, p. 100): $35
Beauty Waits at the End of the Trail (p. 20): $40
A Bedtime Story (p. 72): $15
A Belle of the South Seas (p. 39): small $35; large $65
Bloodstone (p. 14): $20
Blow, Breezes, Blow! (p. 50): $35
Blue Birds of Happiness (p. 72): $20
Blue Night (p. 50): $40
The Buccaneer of Love (p. 36): $50
The Call of the Camp-Fire (p. 78): $25
Call of the Wild (p. 20): $25
Captain Kidd (p. 36): $20
Ceres (p. 45): $25
The Champion (p. 110): $20
The Cheerleader (p. 90): $15
Chrysanthemums: p. 13
Clytle (p. 45): $25
Columbia (p. 106): $30
Comrades of the Wild (p. 20): $45
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Contentment (p. 78): $20
The Crowning Jewel of Motherhood (p. 69): $25
Daddy’s Coming (p. 72): S25
Daddy’s Darlings (p. 16): $25
Daisies (p. 16): $25
A Dancer of the Nile (p. 39): $35
Dancing Gypsy Eyes (p. 34): $30
Daphne (p. 45): $25
Daughter of the Dawn (p. 21): $45
“Day Dreams as Rosy as the Glow of the Setting Sun” (p. 50): $25
Days We Never Forget (p. 78): $30
Diamond (p. 14): $20
Diana (p. 45): $25
Diana of the Forest (p. 21): medium $40; large $65
Dolores (p. 105): $15
Don’t Turn Your Old Girl Down (p. 13): $15
Dreamland Cove (p. 50): $30
Echo (p. 45): $25
An Egyptian Princess (p. 40): $40
Electrical Buildings (p. 113): $15
Emerald (p. 14): $20
The Enchanted Pool (p. 51): $40
Enchantment (p. 51): $45
The Evening of Love (p. 64): $25
Fair as the Lilies that Bloom at Her Feet (p. 51): small $25; medium $35
A Fair Catch (p. 64): $35
The Fairest Blossom… (p. 40): $35
The Fire Dance to the Great Spirit (p. 22): medium $40; large $65
First Lessons in Thrift (p. 109): $45
Flora (p. 46): $25
Flowers of the East (p. 40): small $30; large $50
A Forest Maiden (p. 22): medium $40; large $65
A Forest Princess (p. 22): $25
Fortune Will Attend Thee… (p. 34): $30
Free as the Wind that Blows (p. 22): $30
A Future Champion (p. 16): $25
“The Gangs All Here” (p. 113): $20
The Garden of Allah (p. 41): $45
“The Garden of Delight” (p. 51): $35
The Garden of Dreams (p. 51): $35
Garden of Golden Dreams (p. 41): $35
The Glory That Was Greece (p. 44): $40
God’s Country (p. 92): $15
God’s Loving Care Watches Over Us All (p. 90): $25
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Golden Days in Arcady (p. 44): $45
The Golden Isles (p. 52): $55
Golden Memories (p. 52): $45
The Golden Path of Dreams (p. 73): $25
Good Catch: p. 13
“Good Morning” (p. 73): $15
Grandma’s Favorite (p. 110): $15
Happiest Hour of the Day (p. 79): $15
Happiness Trail (p. 52): $30
Happy Land of Childhood (p. 90): $20
Hawaiian Melodies (Goddard, p. 37): small $35; medium $45
Hawaiian Melodies (Ingerle, p. 103): $30
“Hello, Daddy!” (p. 73): $25
Her Step is Music… (p. 41): $95
Here Comes Daddy (p. 73): $25
His First Dollar (p. 79): $30
Home and Happiness (p. 79): $25
Home is Where the Heart Is (p. 79): $20
Homekeeping Hearts (p. 80): $15
Home-keeping Hearts are Happiest (p. 80): $20
The Home—Kingdom of Love and Peace (p. 80): $15
Hortense: p. 13
“The Hours I’ve Spent With Thee… (p. 69): $15
How Dear to My Heart Are the Scenes of My Childhood (p. 80): $40
“I Hear You Calling Me” (p. 52): $25
“I Thank Thee” (p. 70): $40
In Smoky Mountain (p. 113): $15
In the Borderland Out Yonder… (p. 65): $30
In the Depth of the Blue Robed Hills (p. 22): $20
In the Garden of Beautiful Memories (p. 65): $20
In the Garden of Happiness (p. 53): $65
In the Good Old Summer Time (p. 81): $25
In the Land of Dreams (p. 23): $55
In the Land of Heart’s Desire (p. 42): $35
In the Land of Laughing Water (p. 23): $35
In the Land of the Sky Blue Waters (p. 23): medium $45; large $65
In the Peaceful Twilight Hour (p. 53): $25
In the Rosy Twilight Hour (p. 53): $25
In the Temple of Manito (p. 23): medium $45; large $65
In the Valley of the Moon (p. 23): small $35; large $65
In Wonderland: p. 24
Iris (p. 46): $25
The Isle of Dreams (p. 103): $25
Isle of Golden Dreams (p. 103): $45
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The Joy of Life (p. 81): $15
The Joy of Youth (p. 105): $20
Just a Cottage Small by a Waterfall (p. 81): $25
“Just a Cottage Small by a Waterfall That’s…” (p. 81): $25
Just a Song at Twilight #1 (p. 81): $15
Just a Song at Twilight #2 (p. 82): $15
The Lady of the Nile (p. 104): medium $25; large $45
Land of Enchantment (p. 42): $45
The Land of Enchantment (p. 24): $35
The Land of His Fathers (p. 24): $55
Land of the Setting Sun (p. 24): $25
The Last Swim of the Season (p. 13): $20
Laughing Water (p. 25): small $25; medium $55
Let the Home Come First (p. 82): $15
“Let’s Come Back Again” (p. 82): $15
Light of the Harvest Moon (p. 107): $20
Listening to the Still Voices (p. 25): medium $25; large $50
Listening to the Voices of the Stream (p. 25): $35
Listening to the Voices that Speak in the Rippling Brook” (p. 53): small $25; medium $35
Listening to the Whisperings of the Peaks (p. 25): $55
A Little Bit of Heaven Dropped From Out of the Sky One Day (p. 70): $30
The Little Gray Home in the West: 1924: p. 83; 1925 (p. 83): $30; 1926 (p. 83): $30; 1927 (p. 83): 30;
1928 (p. 83): $35; 1929 (p. 84): $35; 1930 (p. 84): S30; 1931 (p. 84): $35; 1932 (p. 84): $30; 1933
(p. 84): $30; 1934 (p. 85): $30; 1935 (p. 85): $30; 1936 (p. 85): $30; 1937 (p. 85): $35; 1938 (p.
109): $30
The Little Home in the Hills (p. 74): $20
Little Mother (p. 70): medium $20; large $40
The Love Enduring (p. 74): $25
Love Me, Love My Dog (p. 54): $30
The Love Pirate (p. 36): $30
“The Love That Never Fails” (p. 74): $25
The Love That Only Mothers Know (p. 70): $15
Love’s Gift Divine (p. 108): $25
Love’s Golden Treasure (p. 108): $15
Lucky Dog: see Profits of the Day
The Lure of the Tropics (p. 37): $65
Memories (p. 105): small $15; large $45
Memories of Happy Days (p. 68): $20
The Message (p. 105): $25
Messengers of Good Will (p. 26): $65
Minnehaha, Laughing Water (p. 26): $25
Minneota (p. 100): $35
Moonbeams (p. 54): small $20; medium $35
Moonbeams and Moon Dreams (p. 54): $35
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Moonlight (p. 106): $20
Moonlight Reverie (p. 55): $20
Morning in the Smokies (p. 113): $15
“Mother Love” (p. 71): small $15; medium $20
Music of the Dawn (p. 55): medium $40; large $50
My Cat (p. 111): $15
My Gypsy Queen (p. 103): $40
“My Little Gypsy Sweetheart” #1 (p. 34): $60
“My Little Gypsy Sweetheart” #2 (p. 34): small $25; large $50
My Rose of Killarney: p. 55
Nacoochee (p. 101): $45
Nature’s Lullaby (p. 26): $25
Nature’s Mirror: see The Spirit of the Moonlight
Nawadaha (p. 101): $35
‘Neath the Tropic Moon (p. 38): $25
“Night, Sweet Night … (p. 113): $15
The Nightingale (p. 56): $30
Ogemaquay (p. 27): $55
Oh, What a Pal in Mother (p. 75): $20
On the Happy Trail (p. 86): $25
On the Road to Mandalay (p. 43): medium $35; large $50
Once There Was a Fairy Prince (p. 86): $15
Once Upon A Time (p. 75): $15
“Once Upon a Time There Lived a Little Rabbit Names Peter” (p. 75): $25
Opal (p. 15): $20
“Out Where the West Begins” (p. 66): $25
Pandora (p. 46): $25
Peace hath her Victories …. (p. 106): $30
Pearl (p. 14): $20
The Pearl of India (p. 43): $45
Penelope (p. 46): $25
Pharaoh’s Daughter at the Perfumed Pool (p. 43): $45
Playmate Guardian (p. 111): $45
Playmates From Shadowland (p. 87): $15
Pocahontas (p. 101): $60
The Prayer to Manitou, the Mighty (p. 27): $35
A Preferred Customer (p. 111): $15
Princess Fawn (p. 101): $40
A Princess of Egypt (p. 104): medium $25; large $45
A Princess of the Wilds (p. 27): $45
Princess Winona (p. 28): $25
Profits of the Day (p. 110): $20
Psyche (p. 46): $25
Ramona (Goddard, p. 28): $25
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Ramona (Ingerle, p. 102): $50
Ready for the Chase (p. 106): $55
The Red Bird (p. 28): $25
Reflections (Frederickson): p. 13
Reflections (unknown publisher, p. 33): $20
Roaming the Hills,,, (p. 28): $35
A Rose Beneath the Moon: p. 56
A Rose Neath the Moon (p. 56): $60
Sapphire (p. 15): $20
Sardonyx (p. 15): $20
Secrets (p. 111): $15
Sheltering Pines (p. 107): $15
“Shepherd of the Hills” (p. 68): $20
The Shining Heights (p. 57): $35
The Signal of Welcome (p. 28): $40
Silent Night—Holy Night (p. 57): $25
Silver Threads Among the Gold (p. 66): $25
The Silvery Path of Dreams #1 (p. 57): $25
The Silvery Path of Dreams #2 (p. 58): $25
“Sleep, Baby, Sleep, Close Your Bright Eyes.” (p. 75): $15
Song of the Nile (p. 43): $45
The Song of the Pines (p. 58): $20
The Spirit of America (p. 87): $15
Spirit of Autumn (p. 47): $25
The Spirit of Aviation (p. 58): $25
Spirit of Christmas (p. 17): $65
Spirit of Evening (p. 47): $25
Spirit of Maytime (p. 47): $25
The Spirit of Solitude (p. 58): $35
Spirit of Spring (p. 47): $25
The Spirit of Springtime (p. 44): $45
Spirit of the Dawn (Kemper-Thomas, p. 47): $25
Spirit of the Dawn (Osborne): p. 29
Spirit of the Day (p. 47): $25
The Spirit of the Forest (p. 29): $35
Spirit of the Great Water: see Where Beauty Hides in Mountain Glen
Spirit of the Lake (p. 47): $25
Spirit of the Lotus Pool (p. 58): $45
Spirit of the Moonlight (p. 47): $25
The Spirit of the Moonlight (p. 29): small $25; large $50
Spirit of the Morning (p. 47): $25
Spirit of the Mountains (p. 47): $25
The Spirit of the Mountains (p. 30): $60
The Spirit of the Murmuring Brook (p. 47): $25
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Spirit of the Waterfall (p. 47): $25
The Spirit of Youth (p. 59): $35
Stepping Stones (p. 106): $15
A Summer Night’s Dream (p. 59): $35
Sunbeams (p. 109): $15
Sweet Solitude (p. 59): $60
Sweetest Hour of All the Day (p. 108): $15
A Sylvan Dell (p. 59): $25
Taking Aim: p. 30
“There the Mountains Beckon, …” (p. 92): $15
There Was Never a Rose Like You (p. 60): $25
There’s No Place Like Home (p. 88): $20
Thisbe (p. 46): $25
Thrilled With the Evening Mystery as the Golden Sun Goes Down (p. 76): $30
Thy Woods and Templed Hills (p. 60): $20
A Token of Good Luck (p. 30): small $20; medium $35; large $45
Tondeleya (p. 38): small $45; large $65
Topaz (p. 15): $20
Training the Child … (p. 102): $35
Twilight Reverie (p. 60): $35
Under the Old Apple Tree (p. 17): $25
A Vagabond Princess (p. 35): $65
A Vision of the Happy Hunting Grounds (p. 30): small $25; medium $35
A Watchful Guard (p. 17): $30
Watching the Fairies in the Firelight (p. 108): $20
Waterlily: see Spirit of the Lotus Pool
The Water Nymphs (p. 61): $40
We’re Thoroughbreds (p. 17): $25
What More Can the Heart Desire? (p. 88): $15
When All the World’s in Tune (p. 61): $25
When Daddy Comes Home (p. 76): $10
When Dawn Comes Flying In (p. 31): $40
When Poets Dreamed of the Golden Age (p. 43): medium $25; large $45
When the Great Spirit Calls (p. 31): $35
Where Beauty Hides in Mountain Glen (p. 31): small $35; medium $70
Where Love Abides (p. 88): $15
Where the Rainbow Never Fades (p. 61): $20
The Whispering Moon (p. 61): $45
Whispers of Love (p. 76): $25
The Winter Girl (p. 17): $25
Wistful Hours (p. 106): $25
The Witchery of Night (p. 31): small $45; large $65
“Wynken, Blynken and Nod” (p. 76): $15
Yellow Bird (p. 102): $65
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#UCO01 (p. 67): small $20, medium $30
#UEN01 (p. 62): $35
#UEN02 (p. 62): $30
#UEN03 (p. 62): $35
#UEN04 (p. 62): $40
#UEN05 (p. 62): $35
#UEN06 (p. 62): $35
#UEN07 (p. 63): $40
#UEN08 (p. 63): $40
#UEN09 (p. 63): $35
#UEN10 (p. 63): $35
#UEW01 (p. 18): $30
#UEW02 (p. 18): $25
#UEW03 (p. 18): $20
#UEW04 (p. 18): $40
#UEX01 (p. 35): $40
#UEX02 (p. 38): $30
#UFA01 (p. 89): $15
#UFA02 (p. 89): $15
#UFA03 (p. 89): $15
#UIM01 (p. 32): $50
#UKI01 (p. 90): $15
#UKI02 (p. 90): $20
#UMB01 (p. 71): $20
#UMK01 (p. 77): $20
#UMK02 (p. 77): $15
#UMK03 (p. 77): $15
#UMK04 (p. 77): $20
Price Guide for Other Items
blotters: $15
boxes: $50
fans: $25
jigsaw puzzles: $35
magazine ads: $10
magazine covers: $20
sheet music: $15
thermometers: $25

